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Qualification Purpose

Description
Who is the qualification for? The City & Guilds Construction (Level 3) – Painting and Decorating
qualification has been developed to allow those in work-based learning to
demonstrate and enhance their occupational knowledge, skills and
understanding within a construction trade of their choice.
It is aimed at learners who have either achieved the Foundation in
Construction and Building Services Engineering (Level 2) or will be
completing the Core in Construction and Building Services Engineering
(Level 2) learning and assessments while on their apprenticeship. This
qualification will enable learners to be proven as competent and enter
employment in the trade of their choice as well as to go on to study other
Level 3 construction courses relevant to their choice of trade.
It is suitable for:
•
•

•
What does the qualification
cover?

learners aged 16+ currently working in the construction sector
learners who have either passed the Foundation in Construction
and Building Services Engineering qualification or will be
completing their Foundation learning and assessments while in
their apprenticeship.
learners who have completed the Progression in Construction
(Level 2) – Painting and Decorating

Learners choose a trade in the construction sector and will develop their
knowledge, skills and understanding for that trade, as contained in the
National Occupational Standards.
The qualification will allow learners to plan and perform projects in the
chosen construction trade, against nationally recognised occupational
standards, before reviewing and evaluating the quality of the project
outputs.
The qualification will be portable throughout the UK and is aimed to
develop learners’ ability to meet the demands of the construction sector in
Wales, including working with traditional, new and pre-1919 building stock
and understanding new and emerging technologies.

What are the opportunities
for progression?

On completion, the qualification will provide learners with the skills and
knowledge required for the learner to be capable of working in their chosen
trade across the UK.
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Who did we develop the
qualification with?

The content has been developed by the Consortium1 in conjunction with
stakeholders, tutors, centres and employers from across the sector.

1

The consortium consists of the City & Guilds of London Institute and EAL who worked jointly to develop and deliver all of the
qualifications in the Construction and BSE suite
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Qualification Aims and Objectives
The Construction (Level 3) Qualification enables learners to develop their:
• ability to effectively plan work projects using the appropriate skills for a chosen
construction trade and in a work environment;
•

ability to effectively review and evaluate the quality of their completed work in a chosen
construction trade and in a work environment;

•

knowledge and understanding of the tools, techniques, materials and technologies used
in a chosen construction trade and of how they change, and have changed, over time;

•

employability skills and their ability to utilise them in a work environment;

•

understanding of social, economic and environmental sustainability as appropriate to
construction and the built environment;

•

occupational knowledge and understanding in a chosen construction trade;

•

occupational performance in a chosen construction trade in a work context.
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Qualification structure
Rules of combination
To achieve the City & Guilds Construction (Level 3) – Painting and Decorating learners must
undertake all units listed below.
Achieving a Pass grade or higher in the three assessment methods, totalling 701 GLH.

Construction (Level 3) - Painting and Decorating
Unit
number

Unit title

301

Understanding Construction Practice in Wales

40

302

Working in the Construction Sector in Wales

40

303

Planning and Evaluating Work in the Construction Sector in Wales

35

205

Conform to General Workplace Health, Safety and Welfare

21

206

Conform to Productive Work Practices

14

207

Move, Handle or Store Resources

30

221

Painting and Decorating Core Knowledge

50

222

Prepare surfaces for painting / decorating

100

223

Apply coatings to surface by using a brush and roller

113

224

Hang wallcoverings (standard and foundation)

115

318

Erect and dismantle access/working platforms

36

333

Creating and applying colour

30

GLH
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All Forms of Assessment

77

Total GLH (including core/mandatory units & Assessment):

701
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Guided Learning Hours (GLH) and Total Qualification Time (TQT)
Guided Learning Hours (GLH) gives an indication to centres of the amount of supervised learning
and assessment that is required to deliver a unit and can be used for planning purposes.
Total Qualification Time (TQT) is the total amount of time, in hours, expected to be spent by a
learner to achieve a qualification. It includes both guided learning hours (which are listed
separately) and hours spent in preparation, study and undertaking some formative assessment
activities.
Credit is calculated using a formula that equates to the TQT value divided by 10.
The TQT for this qualification is specified below.
Qualification
Construction (Level 3) - Painting and Decorating

TQT

Credits

775

78

Centre requirements
This qualification will require centre and qualification approval. This will include both desk-based
and face to face activity.
Centre approval is based upon an organisation’s ability to meet the centre approval criteria. The
approval requirements for this qualification can be found detailed in the following documents:
• City & Guilds Centre Manual
• Our Quality Assurance Requirements
• Quality Assurance Model
Prospective centres will be advised to seek centre and qualification approval, as appropriate,
prior to starting to deliver the qualification.
The Consortium aims to provide the centre and qualification approval decision within 30 working
days of the submission of the completed application, with four possible outcomes:
• Centre approval and qualification approval granted
• Centre approval and qualification approval granted subject to action plan
• Centre approval and qualification approval withheld subject to action plan
• Centre approval and qualification approval denied.
Centre and qualification approval are deemed to have been granted when City & Guilds confirms
the status in writing to the centre, and not before.
Centres will be required to apply for approval for this qualification and to meet the specific centre
requirements outlined in this document related to delivery staff and assessor competence. These
requirements will be checked and monitored as part of the qualification approval process and ongoing monitoring of this qualification.
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Registration, results issuing and certification
Please consult the City and Guilds website for details on qualification registration and certification
processes, timelines and procedures.

Quality assurance
Internal quality assurance
The focus of internal quality assurance for this qualification is:
•
•
•

the quality assurance of assessment procedures, including standardisation of
assessment practice across different assessors within the centre,
ensuring the approximate GLH figures for the practical project are consistently met,
with significant or continued variance investigated,
internal standardisation of learner marks awarded for the Practical Project.

All centres approved to deliver this qualification must have robust internal quality assurance
(IQA) processes in place. This will help ensure that Internal Quality Assurance procedures:
•
•

provide accuracy and consistency between Assessors in the use and interpretation of
the guidance in the qualification and/or assessment documentation
maintain validity and reliability of assessment decisions and continue to meet
approval criteria.

IQA evidence will be scrutinised as part of consortium external quality assurance activities.
Centres will be expected to retain evidence in-line with the requirements of City & Guilds
centre manual and should be retained for a minimum of three years.

Internal quality assurers
The centre must provide the Consortium with the details of personnel who they plan to undertake
Internal Quality Assurance (IQA), so that they can be approved prior to them carrying out this
role. Prior to the first assessments taking place; Internal Quality Assurer’s (IQAs) must also
complete the Consortium training. This is to ensure the reliability of assessment at centres over
time.
IQAs must:
•

•

prepare for and participate in relevant Consortium meetings and events, such as
induction, Continuing Professional Development (CPD)/training and standardisation
events, and ensure any personal action/ improvement plans are achieved, within agreed
timescales and to the required standards.
have a minimum level of occupational experience evidenced by having a construction
related qualification or proven sector competence/experience at least equivalent to the
level of the qualification, to enable them to conduct their role as an IQA. This evidence is
quality assured by City and Guilds.
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•

•

be working towards (registered before carrying out any quality assurance activity), or
have achieved the following units:
o Understanding the Principles and Practices of Internally Assuring the Quality of
Assessment*
o Internally Assure the Quality of Assessment*
* Legacy Qualifications (D32/D32/D34, A1 and V1) will be accepted
be able to demonstrate evidence of being up to date with the relevant trade/industry.
This can be evidenced for example by either accessing trade publications, undertaking
courses of learning, attending networking events relevant to this qualification and/or
attending industry events.

The IQA has a pivotal role in ensuring that centre marked assessment is standardised. They
should work with assessors to ensure that the correct procedures are always being followed and
ensure that assessment decisions taken by different assessors are consistent, fair and reliable.
Key activities will include:
•
•
•
•

meeting with assessors (individually and collectively) throughout the qualification to
discuss quality assurance and standardisation issues and provide support and guidance
where needed,
observing assessors and giving them feedback to help improve their assessment
technique,
sampling evidence across different cohorts to ensure that appropriate standards have
been met,
arranging cross-marking of assessments to compare results and agree benchmarks in
line with the Consortium training.

The Consortium will provide guidance to centre IQAs throughout the change management
process.

External quality assurance
The Practical Project is internally assessed and externally verified.
The Professional Discussion is externally assessed and externally verified.
Our team of technically competent, External Quality Assurers (EQAs) will externally verify centre
assessment decisions and internal quality assurance processes to ensure the validity and
reliability of results. Our EQAs follow robust verification processes. They monitor centres’
assessment systems, practice and outcomes in line with regulatory requirements. Their
sampling strategies are based on ‘CAMERA’ (ensuring a representative sample of
Learners/Learners, Assessors, Methods of assessment, Evidence, Records, Assessment sites).
City and Guilds will:
•
•

carry out necessary quality assurance of this assessment which can include direct
observation, assessment sampling and feedback from learners,
have a robust appeals procedure in place for learners.
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External quality assurers
EQAs are inducted, trained, and standardised to ensure a consistent approach. They are
regularly updated on changes to qualifications and subject to ongoing monitoring and sampling of
their work. Thorough vetting ensures required knowledge, including attainment of EQA Training
Assessment and Quality Assurance (TAQA) qualifications. All Building Services Engineering
(BSE) and Construction EQAs will be briefed on the Sector Review including the new
qualification suite.
External Quality Assurers must:
•
•
•
•
•
•

be accountable to City and Guilds
have achieved or be working towards the TAQA award have achieved V2 or D35 and
possess CPD evidence of practicing to the TAQA Standards
and
understand the assessment process and apply the marking process consistently
have no conflict of interest with the assessment centre, in order to maintain objectivity
have requisite relevant technical/occupational understanding in the qualification(s)/unit(s)
being externally quality assured,
be able to provide centres with advice and guidance on assessment and IQA procedures.

City and Guilds will
•
•

carry out necessary quality assurance of the assessment process which can include
direct observation, assessment sampling, and feedback from learners,
have a robust appeals procedure in place for learners.

Roles, responsibilities and quality assurance
Internal Assessor Profile
The centre must provide City and Guilds with the details of personnel who they plan to undertake
assessment, so that they can be approved prior to them carrying out this role. Prior to the first
assessments taking place; assessors must also complete the City and Guilds training. This is to
ensure the reliability of assessment at centres over time.

Assessors must be working towards (registered before carrying out any assessments) or
have achieved the following units:
•
•
•

Unit: Understanding the Principles and Practices of Assessment*
Unit: Assess occupational competence in the work environment*
Unit: Assess vocational skills, knowledge and understanding*

and continue to practice to that standard.
* Legacy Qualifications (D32/D32/D34, A1 and V1) will be accepted
Assessors must be occupationally competent. Evidence which supports this is by the assessor
holding a relevant NVQ or equivalent* to the full occupational competence threshold of the trade
and/or having registration with a relevant trade body or having appropriate recognition which
clearly evidences the assessor as competent in the trade.
City & Guilds Construction (Level 3) – Painting and Decorating
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*Assessors who qualified before NVQs were developed should provide evidence of how they are
occupationally competent (such as through a CV or CPD Log together with any relevant
references).

Internal assessor requirements
Internal Assessors must:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

carry out and document assessment in line with the Consortium and regulatory arrangements
including:
• acting in a professional and courteous manner at all times when conducting the
assessment
• marking the assessments, in accordance with grading criteria.
maintain a knowledge of assessment policies and procedures,
maintain and document CPD (to be submitted on request),
understand the sector, the qualification, and the assessment requirements,
be occupationally competent,
produce clear, accurate and concise documentation and relevant records (written and
electronic), and ensure they are controlled and administered in accordance with the awarding
bodies procedures,
make robust assessment decisions,
handle relevant information in accordance with GDPR requirements,
prepare for and participate in relevant Consortium meetings and events – such as induction,
CPD/training and standardisation events, and ensure any personal action/improvement plans
are achieved, within agreed timescales and to required standards,
report to the IQA any suspicion of malpractice or maladministration, including academic
misconduct,
declare any conflicts of interest (such as between the assessor and the learner),
provide access to information and records when requested,
complete and submit all reports within specified timeframes.

Expert witness (to provide supporting evidence for Practical Project)
Expert witnesses who work with the learner on a regular basis can be nominated and confirmed
with the learning provider/centre to support evidence gathering whilst learners undertake the
Practical Project. Expert witnesses do not make assessment decisions/judgements, their role is
to provide information, context and an experienced perspective on the work completed by the
learner as part of their specified project task(s).
In order to be confirmed as an expert witness employer representative(s) must:
•
•

be occupationally competent – holding a relevant qualification, being able to demonstrate
relevant experience in the industry/trade and/or being a member of/or recognition by a
relevant trade body.
understand the sector, the qualification, and the assessment requirements,

External assessor profile (for the Professional Discussion)
Assessors for the professional discussion assessment will be appointed by the Consortium and
will conduct the assessment on behalf of the Consortium. They will be independent of the
centre. Prior to the first assessments taking place assessors must also complete the Consortium
training.
City & Guilds Construction (Level 3) – Painting and Decorating
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Assessors must be working towards or have achieved a relevant recognised assessor
qualification and continue to practice to that standard. Assessors who hold earlier qualifications
(A1, D32 or D33) should have CPD evidence to the most current standards.
Assessors must be occupationally competent. Evidence which supports this is by the assessor
holding a relevant NVQ* to the full occupational competence threshold of the trade and/or having
registration with a relevant trade body or having appropriate recognition which clearly evidences
the assessor as competent in their trade.
*Assessors who qualified before NVQs were developed should provide evidence of how they are
occupationally competent (such as through a CV together with any relevant references).
Prior to the first assessments taking place; assessors must also complete the Consortium
training. This is to ensure the reliability of assessment over time.

External assessor requirements (for the Professional Discussion)
External Assessors must:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fully prepare the professional discussion utilising the project evidence,
carry out and document the professional discussion assessment in line with the
Consortium and regulatory arrangements including:
o acting in a professional and courteous manner at all times when conducting the
assessment on behalf of the Consortium.
o arriving at the centre at least 45 minutes prior to the assessment and staying at
the centre for the duration of the assessment (when conducting a face-to-face
assessment),
o marking the Assessments, in accordance with grading criteria.
maintain a thorough knowledge of assessment policies and procedures,
maintain and document CPD (to be submitted on request),
understand the sector, the apprenticeship, and the assessment requirements,
be familiar with the latest technologies used within the industry,
be occupationally competent,
produce clear, accurate and concise documentation and relevant records (written and
electronic), and ensure they are controlled and administered in accordance with the
awarding bodies procedures,
make robust assessment decisions,
handle relevant information in accordance with and GDPR requirements,
prepare for and participate in relevant Consortium meetings and events – such as
induction, CPD/training and standardisation events, and ensure any personal action/
improvement plans are achieved, within agreed timescales and to required standards,
report to the Consortium any suspicion of malpractice or maladministration, including
academic misconduct,
declare any conflicts of interest (such as between the assessor and the apprentice)
provide access to information and records when requested,
complete and submit all reports within specified timeframes.

They must be able to demonstrate evidence of being up to date with the relevant trade/industry.
This can be evidenced for example by either accessing trade publications, undertaking courses
of learning, attending networking events relevant to this qualification and/or attending industry
events.
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External/appointees
Associates/Appointees are the terms adopted by City and Guilds to refer to individuals appointed
by City & Guilds or EAL to undertake specific roles on their behalf, for example, External Quality
Assurers (EQAs) and External Assessors.
There are criteria set by City and Guilds to ensure that all associates/appointees have the right
occupational knowledge, experience and skills to perform the specific role.
City and Guilds will ensure that all associates/appointees undertaking a quality assurance role in
centre approval, qualification approval and assessment decisions are trained, appropriately
qualified and occupationally competent. Training and attendance at standardisation events is
mandatory.
All associates/appointees are performance managed by staff within City and Guilds. If concerns
are identified with an individual, each City and Guilds partner will take corrective action which
may include improvement actions and close monitoring or in some instances quality issues in
performance may lead to the City and Guilds contract with the associate/appointee being
terminated.
City and Guilds will ensure that sufficient bilingual associates/appointees are recruited to meet
the needs of Welsh-medium centres and learners. The level of quality assurance activity will be
consistent across provision in both English and Welsh mediums. Provision will be made for
monitoring and standardisation to take place for both languages.

Welsh context
For individuals who have not previously conducted assessment activities in Wales, it is
suggested that having an awareness of Welsh language and an understanding of Welsh culture,
policy and context would be beneficial to support their roles.

Continuing professional development
Centres are expected to support their staff in ensuring that their knowledge and competence in
the occupational area is current and of best practice in delivery, mentoring, training, assessment
and quality assurance and that it takes account of any national or legislative developments.
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Delivering the qualification
Learner entry requirements
City and Guilds does not set entry requirements for this qualification. Centres must ensure that
learners have the potential and opportunity to gain the qualification successfully.

If taken as part of an apprenticeship, then specific requirements must be met as part of the
apprenticeship framework.
Entries for the qualification can be made via the Walled Garden, see the City and Guilds website
for further details.

Age restrictions
City and Guilds cannot accept any registrations for learners under 16 years of age as this
qualification is not approved for those under 16.

Initial assessment and induction
An initial assessment of each learner should be made before the start of their programme to
identify:
•
•
•

if the learner has any specific training needs,
support and guidance they may need when working towards their qualification,
any learning or assessment they have already completed which is relevant to the
qualification (e.g. a relevant trade from the Progression in Construction (Level 2)),
• recognition of prior achievement can be gained for Test 1 where learners have achieved
the Progression in Construction (Level 2) in Painting and Decorating.
• the appropriate type and level of qualification.
We recommend that centres provide an induction programme so the learner fully understands
the requirements of the qualification, their responsibilities as a learner, and the responsibilities of
the centre. This information can be recorded on a learning contract.

Support materials
The following resources are available for this qualification:

Description

How to access

Assessment Pack

https://www.skillsforwales.wales/qualifications
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Internal quality assurance
Centres must have a written Internal Quality Assurance strategy.
This will help ensure that Internal Quality Assurance procedures:
•
•

provide accuracy and consistency between Assessors in the use and interpretation of
the guidance in the qualification and/or assessment documentation,
are efficient and cost effective.

Moderation of internal assessment arrangements
External Quality Assurance processes are in place for checking the validity and reliability of
assessment decisions made by centre staff, as appropriate to this qualification.
The Practical Project will be internally assessed and subject to risk-based monitoring and
sampling by external quality assurers to ensure the consistency and validity of centre
assessment decisions. Quality assurance activities will be undertaken by appropriately qualified
and trained assessment associates. In all instances of sampling for quality assurance purposes,
formal written feedback will be provided by City & Guilds.
Significant non-compliance or areas of concern identified during external monitoring will be
subject to investigation by City and Guilds. As a result of this activity appropriate improvement
actions and/or sanctions may be put in place. In some instances, investigations may result in deregistration for the centre(s) in question.

Internal appeal
Centres must have an internal process in place for learners to appeal the marking of internally
marked assessments. The internal process must include learners being informed of the results
the centre has given for internally assessed components, as they will need these to make the
decision about whether or not to appeal.

Malpractice
Please refer to the City & Guilds guidance notes Managing cases of suspected malpractice in
examinations and assessments. This document sets out the procedures to be followed in
identifying and reporting malpractice by learners and/or centre staff and the actions which City &
Guilds may subsequently take. The document includes examples of learner and centre
malpractice and explains the responsibilities of centre staff to report actual or suspected
malpractice. Centres can access this document on the City & Guilds website.
Examples of learner malpractice are detailed below (please note that this is not an exhaustive
list):
• falsification of assessment evidence or results documentation,
• plagiarism of any nature,
• collusion with others,
copying from another learner (including the use of ICT to aid copying), or allowing work to be
copied,
•
•
•

deliberate destruction of another’s work,
false declaration of authenticity in relation to assessments,
impersonation.
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These actions constitute malpractice, for which a penalty (e.g. disqualification from assessment)
will be applied.

Access arrangements
Access arrangements are adjustments that allow individuals with additional needs and temporary
injuries to access the assessment and demonstrate their skills and knowledge without changing
the demands of the assessment. These arrangements must be made before assessment takes
place.
It is the responsibility of the centre to ensure at the start of a programme of learning that learners
will be able to access the requirements of the qualification.
Please refer to the JCQ access arrangements and reasonable adjustments and Access
arrangements - when and how applications need to be made to City & Guilds for more
information. Both are available on the City & Guilds website: https://www.jcq.org.uk/examsoffice/access-arrangements-and-special-consideration/regulations-and-guidance/

Special consideration
We can give special consideration to learners who have had a temporary illness, injury or
indisposition at the time of assessment.
Applications for either access arrangements or special consideration should be submitted to City
& Guilds by the Examinations Officer at the centre. For more information please consult the
current version of the JCQ document, A guide to the special consideration process. This
document is available on the City & Guilds website: https://www.jcq.org.uk/examsoffice/access-arrangements-and-special-consideration/regulations-and-guidance/
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Summary of assessment
The City & Guilds Construction (Level 3) – Painting and Decorating is assessed using 3
assessment methods:

Assessment type

Approach to assessment

Weighting
(Contribution to overall
qualification grade)

On-Screen Assessment
(Test 1 & 2)

Externally-set, externallymarked

20%

Practical Project

Internally-set, internallymarked, externally verified

60%

Professional Discussion

Externally-set, externallymarked, externally verified

20%

An assessment pack detailing the requirements of the assessment can be downloaded from the
Skills for Wales website.
Details of coverage of each assessment can be found in the assessment specifications within the
assessment pack.
Recognition of prior achievement can be gained for Test 1 where learners have achieved the
Progression in Construction (Level 2) - Painting and Decorating, further details of this are
available within the Assessment Pack.

Assessment timings and phasing
The following must be applied to the assessment of this qualification:
•

all units must be undertaken, and related requirements must be completed and assessed
within the learner’s period of registration.

Assessments can be taken on-demand, centres must ensure that learners have undertaken all
required learning and are adequately prepared to undertake each assessment.
The Employer Confirmation must have been completed prior to commencement of the
Professional Discussion.
Learners must have completed the Practical Project assessment prior to undertaking the
Professional Discussion assessment.
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Result release
On-screen assessments
On-screen tests are auto-marked and results will be received by the centre the same day the
assessment is completed. A result release process will be followed by the Consortium when new
assessment versions are released.

Practical Project
Practical Projects are internally marked and externally verified. Provisional marks awarded
following internal assessment are translated into grades using the marking and grading tables
provided in the assessment pack, provisional grades are then submitted to City & Guilds via the
Walled Garden.
The assessor will use the Practical Project grading table within the Assessment Pack to calculate
a provisional grade for the learner. Notification of this provisional grade will be given to the
learner within one week of completion of the assessment, with guidance given on the provisional
nature of the grade. Provisional results will be subject to both internal and external quality
assurance.

Professional Discussion
The Professional Discussion is externally marked and externally verified. The marking and
grading tables provided in the Assessment pack will be used by the external assessor to mark
and allocate a grade. The provisional mark for this assessment will be released by City & Guilds
within 30 working days of the Professional Discussion taking place.
On receipt of the internally-assessed grades for the practical project, the grades for this and the
on-screen assessment and professional discussion will be aggregated based on the assessment
weighting, in line with the grade aggregation guidance provided within the Assessment Pack, and
an overall qualification grade awarded which will be issued by City & Guilds.

Overall qualification results
Provisional grades for the Practical Project and Professional Discussion must be provided to
learners within one week of completion of each assessment. Guidance should be given around
the provisional nature of these results, with recognition that they will undergo internal and
external quality assurance activities, and final qualification grading by City & Guilds.
Final qualification grades will be notified to centres following completion of external quality
assurance activities. This notification will be within eight weeks of centre submission of learner
results for the practical project (following successful completion of the on-screen assessment and
Professional Discussion).
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Resubmission/Re-sit of assessment
If the learner fails to successfully achieve any of the assessments, they are permitted to
resit/resubmit.
Guidance on the resit/resubmission procedures for each assessment can be found in the
Assessment Pack for this qualification which can be downloaded from the Consortium’s website.
If a learner is required to re-sit or resubmit any of the assessments, appropriate feedback and
support must be provided to enable the learner to do so within an appropriate timeframe.
If a learner does not meet the required marking criteria, the centre should work with the learner to
address criteria failed and opportunities for improvement to support them in preparing to reach
the standard required.
If learners are unhappy with their assessment outcomes, they should be informed of their right to
appeal.
Centres must record any actions taken and/or any additional support given to the learner. There
will be no limit on the number of resits or resubmissions which can take place.
For further information on the approach to resubmitting/resitting any specific assessments,
please see information within the Assessment Pack.
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Assessment specifications
On-Screen assessments
The test specifications for both on-screen assessments (Tests 1 and 2) can be found in the
Assessment Pack.
Recognition of prior achievement can be gained for Test 1 where learners have achieved the
Progression in Construction (Level 2) in the same trade, further details of this are available within
the Assessment Pack.
Test 2 will cover the generic and trade-based content contained in the level 3 qualification only.

Practical Project
Please refer to the Practical Project section of the Assessment Pack.

Professional Discussion
The Professional Discussion will be conducted by the external assessor. The centre will be
required to agree a date for the discussion with City and Guilds and to ensure that a suitable
assessment environment is provided for this discussion. The Employer Confirmation must be
completed before the point of booking the discussion with City and Guilds.
The unit content covered by the Professional discussion is outlined in the table below.

Learner reflection on the Practical Project: It will utilise the project
evidence to augment the professional discussion. What the learner did, and
why they did it.
Reflection on knowledge and understanding of and skills of:
1.1 Organise the resources required.
1.2 Set success criteria for the task(s).
1.3 Carry out effective planning
1.4 Rationalise why the proposed approach is the most appropriate
1.5 Recognise cost and waste implications of the work.
1.6 Manage risks associated with completing the task and recognise the
steps to be taken to stop risks becoming problems.
1.7 Identify the handover requirements of work.

Unit ref
303 –
LO1, LO2

2.1 Review the appropriateness of success criteria set.
2.2 Evaluate the resource selection and usage
2.3 Evaluate the finished output
2.4 Evaluate own performance
2.5 Review the achievement of timescales.
2.6 Evaluate the handover.
2.3 How to develop and maintain productive working relationships

302 – LO2
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2.4 How to communicate effectively with clients, employers, colleagues and
with other stakeholders throughout construction/BSE projects
4.1 Pre-1919 construction methods
4.2 Post-1919 and modern construction techniques
4.3 21st century construction techniques and technologies

301 – LO4

Qualification grading
This qualification is graded Fail, Pass, Merit, Distinction. If a learner fails, they will not receive
a certificate.
Details of how these grades can be achieved and are calculated can be found in the Assessment
pack.
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Content key
The information below aims to provide an overview of how unit content is structured and how the
areas of content relate to each other as well as qualification delivery and assessment.

Learning outcomes
Learning outcomes group together chunks of related practical skills and/or knowledge and are
presented as the result of the learning process i.e. what learners must understand or be able to
do following teaching and learning. All learning outcomes are supported by a number of
assessment criteria. In the below for example, this learning outcome is about the different trade
bodies and organisations in the constructions sector.
Learning outcome:
1. Know the trade bodies and organisations within the construction sector

Criteria
Assessment criteria break down the learning outcome into smaller areas to be covered. These
criteria are what will be assessed in connection with the learning outcome. In the below for
example, assessment criteria 1.5 is about the CITB’s role in the construction sector, which has
been written and will be assessed against the learning outcome.
Criteria
1.5 CITB and its role within the construction sector

Range
Range contains information about the breadth required for a specific assessment criterion, for
example, training, registration etc. The range is not an exhaustive list, there may be other
examples that could fit within that topic area, however those that are listed in the range are key
for the delivery of the unit content – all elements listed in the range must be covered as part
of the delivery of the unit.

Range: Training and CPD; registration
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Depth of content
Depth of content outlines the depth of coverage that needs to be covered. This allows the
teaching to be focused at the right level in order for the learner to be ready for assessment. For
example, ‘learners should recognise the reasons’ highlights that learners need to have some
understanding of the ‘how’ or ‘why’ in relation to the range.
Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
1.5 Learners will know the role of the Construction Industry Training Board (CITB) in its
support and funding for training and ongoing CPD. They will understand the requirements
for company registration and network of training groups and CITB advisors across the
country.
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Unit content
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Unit 301: Understanding Construction Practice in Wales
GLH: 40

What is this unit about?

The purpose of this unit is for learners to explore and understand the wide and changing
scope of the construction sector in Wales from pre-1919 practices to future development. It
will provide an overview and set the scene for working in the construction sector in Wales.
It is recommended this unit is delivered prior to the Working in the Construction
Sector in Wales unit.
On completion of this unit, learners will:
• know the trade bodies and organisations within the construction sector
• understand connected practice in the construction industry
• know the changes in construction pressures and materials over time
• know the changes in construction methods over time
• understand the relationship between trades and the environment
Learners may be introduced to this unit by asking themselves questions such as:
• Why should I join a union?
• What do the different coloured CSCS cards mean?
• How is the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 relevant to construction?
• What does circular economy mean?
• What is BREEAM?
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Learning outcome
1. Know the trade bodies and organisations within the construction sector
Criteria
1.1 The trade bodies and organisations within the construction sector
1.2 The role of trade bodies and organisations within the construction sector
1.3 The competence card schemes within the construction sector and the types of cards
available
1.4 Professional registration as a construction professional
1.5 CITB and its role within the construction sector
Range: Training and CPD; registration

2. Understand connected practice in the construction industry
Criteria
2.1 Interdependencies between trades
Range: Relationships between individual trades and other trades in different scenarios
from new build to repairing traditional structures

3. Know the changes in construction pressures and materials over time

Criteria
3.1 Pre-1919 construction
Range: pressures (geographical influences, local need), materials (regionally available)
3.2 Post-1919 to modern construction
Range: pressures (supply chain, industry demand, population); materials
(standardisation, innovation)
3.3 21st century construction
Range: pressures (climate change, carbon footprint, resource availability); materials
(lime; natural building materials; engineered materials), new methods and techniques
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4. Know the changes in construction methods over time

Criteria
4.1 Pre-1919 construction methods
Range: materials, tools and techniques used pre-1919

4.2 Post-1919 and modern construction techniques
Range: evolution of modern construction methods and techniques shaped by changes
in materials, tools, and techniques

4.3 21st century construction techniques and technologies
Range: off-site manufacturing; prefabricated construction components; 3-D printing of
construction components; circular economy, sustainable design and retrofit; insulation;
ventilation; new and emerging technologies

5. Understand the relationship between trades and the environment
Criteria
5.1 Industry regulation and sustainability
5.2 Ecological considerations and principles
5.3 Sustainable approaches
Range: Heat recovery and ventilation, rainwater harvesting, fuel cells, solar panels, heat
and cooling pumps, zero carbon buildings
5.4 Waste disposal in construction
Range: Waste reduction, waste disposal, recycling principles in the learner’s trade area
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Delivery Outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 1
1.1 Learners will have an awareness of the full range of trade organisations within the
construction sector, including the trade organisation umbrella - Build UK; the larger
mainstream federations such as the FMB (Federation of Master Builders) and NFB (National
Federation of Builders).
Learners will also have knowledge of the niche organisations covering every specialist aspect of
the construction industry within their chosen trade area. Specialist federations include National
Fire Proof Association, National Roofing Federation, Natural Stone Industry Training Group,
association of Concrete Industrial Flooring Contractors, Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) and
Civil Engineering Contractors Association Wales (CECAW).
Learners will be able to recognise the specific trade federations which support their trade, and a
range of additional associations which support more specialist elements of their trade. Learners
will know about professional registrations available for their chosen trade area.
1.2 Learners will understand the role that trade organisations have within the construction
sector. This should include the strengthening, uniting and advocacy role of Build UK; the
assurances that company membership of FMB or NFB offers customers, as well as the
business support and quality control that they offer to members; and a ‘voice’, training and
technical support that niche associations offer specialist contractors.
Learners will have an awareness of unions, and their services/benefits.
1.3 Learners will know the card schemes for construction trades including the mandatory CSCS
card. Learners will know the role of card issuers, and registration requirements and industry
recognised qualifications. Learners will know the role of competent person schemes and the
opportunity to become members of bodies such as FMB or NFB.
Learners will know the role of card issuers, and registration requirements and the need for
industry recognised qualifications.
1.4 Learners will know the benefits of professional registration with the relevant professional
construction institution such as: higher earning potential, improved career prospects and
employability, enhanced status leading to higher self-esteem, international recognition of
competence and commitment, evidence of expertise, greater influence within own
organisation and industry, and recognition as a counter signatory.
1.5 Learners will know the role of the Construction Industry Training Board (CITB) in its support
and funding for training and ongoing CPD. Learners will understand the requirements for
company registration and network of training groups and CITB advisors across the country.
Outcome 2
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2.1 Learners will appreciate the relationships between their chosen trade and other trades in
different contexts from new build to repairing traditional structures.
Learners will understand how individual trades work with each other and interact. Learners will
understand for example first and second fix, and the types of problems that can arise and how
to mitigate them.
Interdependencies can be linked to safe working practices, planning, type of premises/context,
and good working relations and communication. Learners will understand how different trades
interact across different scenarios and how these interactions and roles have changed overtime.
Outcome 3
3.1 Pressures: Local need (type and use of structures, needs of industry, cultural needs).
Geographical influences- local availability of resources, local climate (weather
considerations) locally influenced methods and styles; local distinctiveness.
Materials: Learners will know the basic qualities and uses of mortars, aggregates, binders,
internal and external functional and decorative finishes, stone, slate, timber, and earth. Learners
will know the permeable nature of lime and earth mortars.
Specific to this time period, learners will develop an understanding of the transportation and
supply chain of materials; the benefits of using materials available within the region local to work
sites, and the barriers/problems associated with using materials not local to work sites.
3.2 Pressures: The learner will know the developments in transport influenced the supply chain
since the industrial revolution and that there is a long history of moving materials along the
coast that pre-dates the industrial revolution.
An awareness of the sources of building materials, comparing materials found locally and those
imported to a region.
Learners will know that for traditional buildings, the choice of materials also often reflected the
status of the building. For example, higher value materials were often brought in for churches,
particularly for the windows and other decorative design features. Learners need to understand
the drivers behind these choices.
Materials: Learners will know basic qualities of concrete slabs, brick and block, steel, glass,
plastics, composite materials, standardisation of materials, and damp-proof membranes.
The role that materials such as cement, glass and steel have played in the industry and on their
own trade, and the effect that material innovations have had on the scale and speed of
construction. Learners will understand why damp-proof membranes (DPC, DPM) are included
post-1919 build.
3.3 Pressures: Learners will know and understand the increasing pressures of climate change
and the carbon footprint of the construction industry. An understanding of the importance of
energy efficiency and embodied energy in meeting the zero-carbon target is required.
Learners should understand the importance of the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales)
Act 2015 for the Construction industry.
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Materials: Learners will need to know the qualities and uses of lime (limecrete, lime renders and
mortars and plasters); natural building materials and engineered materials (timbers, acetylated
wood, (re)engineered bricks and blocks, crushed concrete and glass aggregate, aerated bricks
and blocks).
Learners will recognise the need for sustainability of traditional and vernacular buildings;
sustainable building materials; embodied energy, material selection and quality, energy
efficiency, waste management and recycled materials. Sustainability also includes the re-use of
buildings, rather than their demolition and the construction of new ones, as well as the thermal
performance of traditional buildings.
Learners will appreciate off-site manufacturing; modular buildings, prefabricated construction
components; digital construction technologies.
Learners will be aware of traditional methods of building surveying and design, as well
as modern construction applications including digital design software, smart enabled
tools, technologies and apps, drones, robotics, BIM, CAD, 3D modelling, and simulation.
Learners will have knowledge of 2D and 3D related software. Learners will be able to identify
smart enabled tools and the benefits of using them in construction compared to
traditional/existing methods.
Learners will be able to recognise where and how technologies, apps, drones, and robotics can
be used in construction and the built environment, and the benefits and barriers of using them.
Learners will have a basic knowledge of the concepts of 3D printing including its uses, benefits,
and limitations in relation to planning, designing, modelling, and constructing.
Outcome 4
4.1 Learners will know the typical methods of construction for pre-1919 buildings, this should
include the materials, tools, and techniques relevant to their chosen trade.
Learners will know methods of applying internal and external protective and decorative finishes
(making paint, preparation tools, brush application using paints and surface coverings such as
wallpapers) using animal hair, white lead and limewash.
4.2 Learners will know the typical methods of construction for post-1919 buildings, this should
include the materials tools and techniques relevant to their chosen trade.
Learners will understand the development of construction practice within their chosen trade,
for example:
• brick cavity methods of construction and later variations of cavity wall design
• prefabricated floor, wall, roof, and joinery components
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Learners will know methods of applying internal and external protective and decorative finishes
(paint manufacture, preparation tools, wallcovering) using relevant resources (synthetic/natural
brushes, vinyl coverings, lead/non-lead paints, water based and solvent based paints).

4.3 Learners will know emerging methods of construction for 21st century buildings, this should
include the materials, tools, and techniques relevant to their chosen trade. Learners will
know the new/emerging technologies in their trade. Learners will know how to access
information on new developments in their trade – such as through professional institutions,
industry bodies and trade associations, articles, trade press, formal CPD, manufacturers’
information etc.
Learners will be aware of traditional methods of building survey and design, as well as modern
construction applications including BIM, CAD, 3D modelling, simulation and drones.
Learners will have an understanding of modular building design and construction methods.
Learners will know what is meant by the following terms and what they mean in relation to
construction and their trade: circular economy, sustainable design and retrofit; insulation;
moisture management; ventilation.
Learners will know modern methods of applying internal and external functional and decorative
finishes (digital wallcovering, airless spraying, HVLP spraying, chemical processes for paint
mixing) using relevant resources (synthetic/natural brushes, eco-friendly paint strippers,
synthetic resins, and pigments).
Outcome 5
5.1 Learners will know the features of the Environment (Wales) Act 2016, Environmental
Protection Act, PAS 2030 and PAS 2035, The Hazardous Waste Regulations, Pollution
Prevention and Control Act, Control of Pollution Act. Learners will know the value of thermal
imaging in energy efficient construction practice and understand BREEAM and
PassiveHouse codes of good practice.
Learners will know the essentials of responsible retrofit of the full range of building stock
including traditional and modern
Learners will know the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 and the
Penalties for breaking the law (e.g. disturbing a bat roost or a Newt colony).
Learners will know how the design of construction projects can help with energy efficiency and
the link to smart homes and smart technologies, such as sensors and controls.
5.2 Learners will have an awareness of ecological considerations and principles and be able to
relate this to their trade. Learners will have a basic appreciation of endangered habitats,
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areas of flood plains, biodiversity offsetting and primary protected species, and of current
legislation relating to wildlife and habitats.
5.3 Learners will be able to identify the sustainable considerations used in construction and the
built environment and recognize the scope of their use to maintain a healthy building.
Learners will also be able to identify the ways in which buildings can off-set their carbon
footprint.
5.4 Learners will know how the use of different materials can reduce environmental impact in
their trade area, and the principles of the ‘3 Rs’ of waste management (reduce, reuse and
recycle).
Learners will know the importance of accurately ordering materials in order to reduce site waste
and save money on over-ordering and waste disposal costs. Storing materials in an appropriate
manner and the controlling of inventory and appropriate sorting of waste on site.
Learners will be aware of good practice guidance including WRAP for industry waste
management. Learners will understand the nature of recyclable and biodegradable materials and
the impact that it has on landfill and cost to the environment and the type of materials that are
commonly recycled on-site.
Learners will know how scrap materials can hold value (including copper), understanding that it
is a finite resource and know the public register of scrap metal dealers in Wales.
Learners will know how to dispose of hazardous waste including cement-bonded and fibrous
asbestos waste collection. The use of licensed waste carriers, brokers and dealers. The
consequences to self, others, and the environment of not following best practice, and relating
statutory requirements in relation to waste disposal.
Learners will know the key features of regulations including the Environmental Protection Act,
The Hazardous Waste Regulations, Pollution Prevention and Control Act, Control of Pollution Act,
The Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Regulations.
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Unit 302: Working in the Construction Sector in Wales

GLH: 40

What is this unit about?
This unit provides the learner with a holistic understanding of the built environment in Wales,
how it has changed, and the need for a safe built environment and delivering safe
projects/work.
Learners will also appreciate the importance of planning and reviewing work, and how to
carry out effective planning and evaluation. Learners will understand the importance of
working and communicating effectively with others.
On completion of this unit, learners will:
•
•

understand the built environment in Wales
understand how to work effectively with others

It is recommended prior to undertaking this unit learners should have been taught the
Understanding Construction Practice in Wales unit.
Learners may be introduced to this unit by asking themselves questions such as:
• What are PESTLES?
• How will the CDM regulation affect my working practices?
• How can we develop and maintain a high-performance team?
• How do you get a good reputation as a tradesperson?
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Learning outcome
1. Understand the built environment in Wales
Criteria
1.1 Building stock in Wales
Range: forms, purposes, changing materials, periods of building stock in Wales
1.2 Factors influencing change in the built environment in Wales
Range: political, environmental, social, technological, legal, and economic
1.3 Safety of the built environment

2. Understand how to work effectively with others
Criteria
2.1 How to develop and maintain productive working relationships
2.2 How to communicate effectively with clients, employers, colleagues and with other
stakeholders throughout built environment projects
Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 1
In this learning outcome the learner will gain a holistic understanding of the construction
sector. This outcome builds upon the unit: Understanding Construction Practice in Wales,
Learning.

1.1 For the following domestic structures, the learner will be able to identify retrofit,
refurbishment and development projects which bring the buildings up to current
regulatory standards, including ARBED. Learners will know the following:
Houses: attached and detached:
Pre-1919:
•
•
•

solid stone
solid brick
traditional timber frame.

Cavity wall:
• brick and block
• modern timber frame – timber with block outer
Prefabrication and mass housing booms:
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•
•
•

Post WWII war housing
off-site modern prefabrication
flats – high rise apartments.

Learners will understand the reasons behind pre-fabrication – largely economies of scale
and ability and need to provide better quality housing within a short timeframe.
Learners will understand the need for energy efficient housing:
•
•
•
•

Retrofit
Natural materials
BREEAM and Passivhaus
The need for compliance with Building Regulations

BREEAM is the UK’s most widely used means of reviewing and enhancing the
environmental performance and minimising the environmental impacts of both new and
existing buildings. Passivhaus buildings provide a high level of occupant comfort while
using very little energy for heating and cooling. They are built with meticulous attention to
detail and rigorous design and construction according to principles developed by the
Passivhaus Institute in Germany, and can be certified through an exacting quality
assurance process.
The WELL Building Standard. WELL is a performance-based system for measuring,
certifying, and monitoring features of the built environment that impact human health and
well-being, through air, water, nourishment, light, fitness, comfort and mind.
Learners will understand the requirements to meet energy saving targets.
Industrial units and factories:
•
•
•

Historic factories and warehouses
20th Century
Modern industrial units including shopping centres.

Learners will know what reuse of buildings and building materials includes and know the
types of buildings available for multiple/adaptable purposes.
Learners will understand the importance of energy efficiency and embodied energy in
meeting the zero-carbon target is required. Learners will understand the sustainability and
carbon saving value of maintaining and repairing the current housing stock compared to
replacing existing 20th century buildings with new buildings.
Changing materials
Learners will understand the changes that occurred from the introduction of the
standardisation of materials and what effect this has on the construction industry.
Learners will understand the role of standardisation in relation to safety in the industry, as
well availability of materials of a recognised quality and performance is important,
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particularly with the development and manufacture of new materials and their use in
modern construction.
Learners will know the role that materials such as cement, glass and steel have played in
the industry and on their own trade, and the effect that material innovations have had on
the scale and speed of construction.
Learners will understand why damp-proof membranes (DPC, DPM) are included post-1919
build and not suitable for solid walled structures.
1.2 Learners will understand PESTLE influences including:
• political: how government initiatives/changes in government affect the construction
sector and the built environment, laws, taxes how this affects demand,
• environmental: targets to cut emissions, preserving the natural/built environment,
• social: age of population/demographic, cultural requirements, population growth,
• technological: new technologies and application of technology, changes in materials
and innovations,
• legal: new/changes to regulations etc. such as the Building Regulations,
consent/planning permissions, safety of buildings and building services,
• economic. affordability, unemployment/employment, the economy.
Learners will identify the key reasons for increases and decreases in housing demand over
the last 100 years and the way that this has caused fluctuations in housebuilding.
Learners will understand the importance of energy efficiency and embodied energy in
meeting the zero-carbon target. Learners will have an appreciation of the sustainability and
carbon saving value of maintaining and repairing the current housing stock compared to
replacing existing 20th century buildings with new buildings.
1.3 Learners will know the advances in architectural design and material science, and their
influence on modern construction, whilst also recognising the requirement for a focus
on long term user safety when adapting, creating, and maintaining buildings, this will
include building materials, products and services and the role of the CDM Regulations
(The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations) and the foreseeable
necessary information to be provided for future maintenance, repairs, and cleaning of
the building. Learners will understand quality assurance marking of products (such as
the CE mark) and the applicability of the Construction Products Regulations. The
building regulations guidance Approved Document 7: materials and workmanship, the
BSI Kitemark, the Declaration of Conformity, and trade specific requirements for
products such as BASEC Approved Cables.
Learners will know of other applicable guidance such as RSPA (Royal Society for the
Prevention of Accidents) safer by design. Learners will recognise the Provision and Use of
Work Equipment Regulations that work equipment, including installations, is so
constructed, or adapted as to be suitable for the purpose for which it is provided. Relating
requirements that apply such as lifting equipment must also meet the requirements of
Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations (LOLER), pressure equipment must
meet the Pressure Systems Safety Regulations.
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The implications of a lack of regard to safety of users can be discussed using examples
such as asbestos and the Grenfell Tower disaster. Learners will have an awareness of the
Welsh Government’s plan to reform regulations and fire safety in high rise buildings, and
the actions with regards to the ‘Road Map to Safer Buildings in Wales’.
Learners will understand the considerations and implications of making changes to
buildings and the responsibilities of the customer/client and the contractor and how this
relates to the Building Regulations and relevant approved documents and technical
guidance. Learners will know that there are different applicable requirements in Wales and
England (e.g. the requirement for automatic fire suppression in Wales).
Learners will understand the need for relevant consent/permissions for work to be carried
out (which could be required for minor work on a listed building in Wales), complying with
building regulations (following approved documents) and utilisation of appropriate
materials. Learners will understand it is incumbent on the contractor to carry out safe work
and deliver safe projects for the customer/client.
Learners will understand the consequences of not carrying out safe work/delivering unsafe
projects/work.
Learners will understand the importance of using suitable materials, parts and products
that are appropriate for the building task, and that maintain the safety of buildings for
building users for the long term.
Learners will understand that importance of deferring to qualified colleagues, when and if
necessary, to check or complete work to ensure that the safety of building/premises users
is maintained.
Outcome 2
2.1 Learners will appreciate the range of communication techniques and mediums and
their suitability e.g. face to face, active/passive listening, written, oral, and electronic.
Learners will understand the importance of the needs of individuals by applying the
principles of equality and diversity.
Learners will understand how to maintain and encourage both formal and informal good
working relationships to promote goodwill and trust with the relevant people. This can
involve keeping promises and undertakings, being honest and constructive building
relationships, co-operating, and having appropriate and good dialogue.
Learners will recognise the stages of team development Tuckman's team-development
model as:
• forming
• storming
• norming
• performing.
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Learners will understand how to discuss proposals with relevant people and discuss
alternative suggestions - appreciating that they should encourage questions and requests
for clarification and comments.
Learners will recognise the benefits of a high-performance team. Learners will understand
how to resolve differences of opinion in ways which minimise offence and maintain the
goodwill, trust, and respect and why this is important.

2.2 Learners will understand how to confirm and communicate the requirements relating to
the work. Learners will know how to confirm and communicate the work method to
relevant people e.g. colleagues, employers, customers, contractors, suppliers of
products and services and those affected by the work/project with the right level of
detail and with an appropriate degree of urgency. These details can involve work
progress, results, achievements, occupational problems, occupational opportunities,
health and safety requirements and the co-ordination of work (e.g. with other
trades/colleagues). Learners will recognise the benefits of good customer care to
current and potential future customers (such as referrals, repeat business, good
feedback, satisfied customers, more revenue opportunity).
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Unit 303: Planning and Evaluating Work in the
Construction Sector in Wales
GLH: 35

What is this unit about?
This unit provides the learner with the competencies of how to plan and evaluate work in
their trade. Learners will be able to plan work to ensure that it is carried out safely and to any
relevant industry standards; acceptance and success criteria that apply.
Learners will be able to organise resources and plan the use of these
resources and their time. Learners will organise their own work activities, dealing with typical
problems that arise in their work, and seeking advice from others if required. Learners will be
able to communicate the work requirements to customers, colleagues, and members of the
public other trades.
Learners will be able to evaluate their completed work and how effective they were in
planning and performing stages; identifying strengths and weaknesses and using reflective
practice to facilitate continual improvement.
On completion of this unit, learners will:
• plan the work required to complete the task(s)
• evaluate the work completed against the task brief and success criteria
Learners may be introduced to this unit by asking themselves questions such as:
• How do I ensure I don’t have much waste when building a house?
• Where can I get up to date information on technical and materials?
• What factors do I need to take into account when evaluating my performance?
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Learning outcome
1. Plan the work required to complete the task(s)
Criteria
1.1 Organise the resources required
Range: tools, equipment, materials
1.2 Set success criteria for the task(s)
1.3 Carry out effective planning
Range: timescales, scheduling, quality, cost
1.4 Rationalise why the proposed approach is the most appropriate
1.5 Recognise cost and waste implications of the work
Range: financial, environmental
1.6 Manage risks associated with completing the task and recognise the steps to be taken to
stop risks becoming problems
Range: nature of the task, other trades, resources, the work environment, timescales,
contingent tasks, alterations, access, any other relevant external factors
1.7 Identify the handover requirements of work
Range: information, documentation, communication

2. Evaluate the work completed against the task brief and success criteria
Criteria
2.1 Review the appropriateness of success criteria set
2.2 Evaluate the resource selection and usage
Range: tools, plant, equipment, products, materials
2.3 Evaluate the finished output
Range: fit-for-purpose, safe, meets task brief/acceptance criteria, success criteria
2.4 Evaluate own performance
Range: methods, techniques, processes, effectiveness, strengths, weaknesses, lessons
learnt, continual improvement
2.5 Review the achievement of timescales
2.6 Evaluate the handover
Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 1
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1.1 Learners will understand how to identify resources to produce a resource list, using
estimation techniques such as required (such as: analytical (bottom up), comparative
(top down/historic), and parametric). Learners will have an appreciation of the
‘estimating funnel’. Learners will recognise types of resources as: consumable
(replenishable), such as materials and money, and re-useable, such as plant,
equipment, and people.
Learners will be able to organise the resources required to carry out the task/s. Learners will
be able to recognise the need for, and plan the use of tools, plant, equipment, products, and
materials. Learners will understand how to seek clarification and advice where the
resources required are not available e.g. from: the customer/customer’s representative,
manufacturer’s technical information, trade literature or referring to the organisation’s
procedures.
1.2 Learners will be able to identify success criteria for the task, which should include
smaller milestones which identify key activities, material usage, and quality of finish etc.
framed within the context of the overarching task requirements.
1.3 Learners will use effective planning methods to calculate time required to successfully
complete tasks including a schedule of works, scheduling task activities to enable tasks
to be completed to the standard required within the timescale set. Learners will identify
different types of dependencies between tasks and factor this into their planned phasing
of work. Learners will rationalise why the approach planned for tasks is the most
appropriate and will allow them to achieve quality and timescale requirements.
Learners will be able to identify work methods that will make the best use of resources and
meet project, statutory and contractual requirements, detailing these in a method statement.
Learners will understand the need to carefully consider the scope of the work to avoid
underestimating what is required.
1.4 Learners will rationalise why the approach planned for tasks is the most appropriate and
will allow them to achieve quality and timescale requirements.

1.5 Learners will be able to plan the use of methods of work to help achieve zero or low
carbon outcomes and be considerate of resource usage and wastage - evidencing
environmental and financial awareness. Learners will understand planning methods,
and planning for efficiency, cost control/savings, limited wastage, timely delivery, and a
clear handover.
1.6 Learners will understand in the planning stage that problems can be anticipated and
therefore can be more easily managed, for example within a risk assessment (proactive
instead of reactive). Learners will be able to carry out mitigation planning for potential
problems/issues. Recognising problems can arise from the weather conditions, nature
of the task, other trades, resource availability etc. Learners will be able to assess the
effects resulting from alterations to the work programme and be able to manage risks
(within their control) that would impact on completing the tasks.
1.7 Learners will be able to communicate progress to relevant stakeholders such as
employer/supervisor or the customer. Learners will know the measures to manage
access to the site (Section 3 of Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 requires the
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conducting of business without putting members of the public at risk). This includes the
public and other workers who may be affected by the work. Learners will be able to
identify the relevant document (as appropriate) required for a handover and be able to
plan the handover, using the appropriate information, documentation, and
communication (and demonstration) methods as relevant to the completed trade service
provided.
Outcome 2
2.1 Learners will be able to evaluate whether the success criteria supported successful and
efficient achievement of the task, did they create any unnecessary hurdles/barriers?
Learners will reflect on whether different/additional criteria may have helped.
2.2 Learners will be able to evaluate their resource selection and usage, the
appropriateness of tool selection, the quantity of materials selected, efficiency of
material selection and usage. Evaluation of impact to cost and the environment.
2.3 Learners will be able to evaluate the quality of their completed work to industry and
safety standards, the degree to which it meets the task brief and employer/customer
requirements.

2.4 Learners will be able to evaluate the overall fit and finish and reflect on what they could
have done differently to improve their output. Learners will be able to evaluate their
own strengths, weaknesses, areas for improvement. Learners will be able to
communicate their lessons learnt as and when required.
2.5 Learners will evaluate reasons for any delays, how these could have been avoided and
how they could be mitigated against in the future. Learners will recognise reasons for
any time savings and consider how they could take lessons learnt into future planning.
2.6 Learners will evaluate the quality and clarity of the information provided in the
handover, achievement of the purpose of the handover, success of communication
method chosen.
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Unit 304: Conform to general workplace health, safety and
welfare

GLH: 21

What is this unit about?
This unit is about awareness of relevant current statutory requirements and official guidance
to include responsibilities, to self and to others, relating to workplace health, safety and
welfare. It also covers personal behaviour and security in the workplace in the context of
your occupation and work environment.
On completion of this unit, learners will be able to:
• accept responsibility for, and comply with, organisational policies and procedures in
order to contribute to health, safety and welfare
• comply with and support all organisational security arrangements and approved
procedures.
Learners may be introduced to this unit by asking themselves questions such as:
• What regulations do I need to know about?
• What does a method statement tell me?
• Will I have to work with dangerous materials and substances?
• How can I identify asbestos?
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Learning outcome
1. Understand workplace health, safety and welfare

Criteria
1.1 What and why health, safety and welfare legislation is relevant to the occupational area
1.2 What health, safety and welfare legislation notices and warning signs are relevant to the
occupational area and associated equipment
1.3 How to comply with control measures identified by risk assessments and safe systems
of work
1.4 Why, when and how health and safety control equipment should be used

2. Understand how to recognise hazards
Criteria
2.1 The hazards associated with the work environment
2.2 How changing circumstances can create hazards
2.3 The method of reporting hazards in the workplace

3. Understand organisational policies and procedures
Criteria
3.1 What the organisational policies and procedures are for health, safety and welfare
3.2 How to take active responsibility for health, safety and welfare
3.3 How individual actions and behaviour may affect others
3.4 What the types of fire extinguishers are and how and when they are used

4. Understand how to implement security arrangements
Criteria
4.1 How security arrangements are implemented in the workplace
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Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 1
1.1 Learners will know the statutory requirements and/or official guidance for health, safety
and welfare for the occupation and the work area.
1.2 Learners will know the different notices and warning signs relevant to the occupational
area.
1.3 Learners will know how to work safely and in line with control measures identified by
risk assessments and safe systems of work.
1.4 Learners will know how to identify appropriate health and safety control equipment by
the principles of protection for occupational use, types and purpose of each type,
different work situations and the general work environment, to include;
• collective protective measures
• local exhaust ventilation (LEV)
• personal protective equipment (PPE)
• respiratory protective equipment (RPE)
Outcome 2
2.1 Learners will know to recognise hazards associated with the occupational area, to
include hazards in relation to; resources, the workplace, the environment, substances,
asbestos, silica, equipment, obstructions, storage, services and work activities.
2.2 Learners will know how to identify current common safety risks and current common
health risks.
2.3 Learners will know the organisational recording procedures and statutory requirements
for reporting hazards in the workplace.
Outcome 3
3.1 Learners will know how to work safely in accordance with organisational requirements,
to include; receiving or sourcing information, reporting, stopping work, evacuation, fire
risks and safe exit procedures, consultation and feedback, induction, toolbox talk and
signage.
Learners will know how to deal with accidents and emergencies associated with the type of
work being undertaken and the work environment.
3.2 Learners will know how to take responsibility for health, safety and welfare, in line with
their training and skills.
3.3 Learners will know how to recognise behaviour that affects health, safety and welfare
and recognising when to stop work in the face of serious and imminent danger.
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Learners will know how to contribute to discussions and provide valuable feedback.
Learners will know how to report changed circumstances and incidents in the workplace
whilst adhering to the environmental requirements of the workplace.
3.4 Learners will be able to identify the different fire extinguishers and their uses, to include;
water, CO2, foam, powder, vaporising liquid

Outcome 4
4.1 Learners will know the organisational procedures relating to the workplace, general
public, site personnel and resources, and how they are implemented in the workplace.
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Learning outcome
5. Accept responsibility for, and comply with, organisational policies and procedures
in order to contribute to health, safety and welfare

Criteria
5.1

Show personal behaviour which demonstrates active responsibility for general
workplace health, safety and welfare

5.2

Comply with organisational policies and procedures relating to the following;
consideration of others,
interpretation of given instructions to maintain safe systems of work,
contributing to discussions (offer and provide feedback),
maintaining quality working practices,
contributing to the maintenance of workplace welfare facilities,
storage and use of equipment provided to keep people safe,
disposal of waste and/or consumable items

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6. Comply with and support all organisational security arrangements and approved
procedures

Criteria
6.1 In accordance with organisational requirements with regard to:
• dealing with accidents and emergencies associated with the type of work being
undertaken and the work environment
• methods of receiving or sourcing information
• reporting
• stopping work
• evacuation
• fire risks and safe exit procedures
• consultation and feedback
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Unit 305: Conform to productive work practices

GLH: 14
What is this unit about?
This unit is about productive communication with line management, colleagues and
customers as well as interpreting information, planning and carrying out productive work
practices and working with others or as an individual, in the context of your occupation and
work environment.
On completion of this unit, learners will be able to:
• communicate with others
• follow organisational procedures to plan the sequence of work in order to conform to
productive work practices and maintain records
• maintain good work relationships
Learners may be introduced to this unit by asking themselves questions such as:
• What paperwork will I have to work with on-site?
• What does E&D actually mean?
• Will I still have to attend meetings and briefings after my induction?
• What are organisational procedures?
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Learning outcome
1. Understand how to communicate with others
Criteria
1.1 how to use methods of communication with other workplace personnel and customers
1.2 how to communicate to ensure work is productive

2. Understand how to follow procedures
Criteria
2.1 how organisational procedures are applied to plan and carry out productive work
2.2 how to maintain documentation in accordance with organisational procedures
2.3 how to contribute to zero/low carbon outcomes in the built environment

3.

Understand how to maintain good work relationships

Criteria
3.1 how to maintain good work relationships
3.2 how to apply the principles of equality and diversity

Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 1
1.1 Learners will know how to use different methods of communication where appropriate,
to include; listening, written, oral visual and electronic.
1.2 Learners will know how to use different methods of communication to ensure information
is clear and work is productive.
Outcome 2
2.1 Learners will know the appropriate use of resources for their own and other's work
requirements. Learners will understand the allocation of appropriate work to employees
and the organisation of work sequence.
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2.2 Learners will know how to appropriately maintain documentation, to include; job cards,
worksheets, material/resources lists and time sheets.
2.3 Learners will also know how to contribute to the reduction of carbon emissions in the
built environment.

Outcome 3
3.1 Learners will know how to build and maintain good relationships with others, to include;
individuals, workplace groups (customer and operative, operative and line management,
own occupation and allied occupations).
3.2 Learners will know how to show consideration for the needs of individuals by applying
the principles of equality and diversity.
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Learning outcome
4. Communicate with others
Criteria
4.1 Communicate with line management, colleagues or customers to ensure work is carried
out productively
4.2 Respect the needs of others when communicating

5. Follow organisational procedures to plan the sequence of work in order to
conform to productive work practices and maintain records
Criteria
5.1 Interpret procedures and use resources to plan the sequence of work, so that it is
completed productively
5.2 Complete documentation as required by the organisation

6. Maintain good work relationships
Criteria
6.1 Work productively with line management, colleagues, customers or other people
6.2 Apply the principles of equality and diversity
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Unit 306: Move, handle or store resources

GLH: 30

What is this unit about?
This unit is about interpreting information and adopting safe and healthy working practices
including selecting aids or equipment to move, handle or store occupational resources. It
also includes moving, handling and storing occupational resources to maintain useful
condition, in the context of your occupation and work environment.
On completion of this unit, learners will be able to:
• understand how to interpret information
• understand safe work practices
• understand resource selection
• understand how to minimise the risk of damage
• understand working to deadlines
• comply with occupational resource information
Learners may be introduced to this unit by asking themselves questions such as:
• How heavy an object will I be expected to carry?
• Am I responsible for site security?
• Will I learn how to use correct lifting techniques?
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Learning outcome
1. Understand how to interpret information

Criteria
1.1 The organisational procedures developed to report and rectify inappropriate information
and unsuitable resources, and how they are implemented
1.2 The types of information, their source and how they are interpreted
1.3 The organisational procedures to solve problems with the information and why it is
important they are followed
1.4 How to obtain information to use and store lifting aids and equipment

2. Understand safe work practices
Criteria
2.1 The level of understanding operatives must have of information for relevant, current
legislation and official guidance and how it is applied
2.2 The types of fire extinguishers and how and when they are used
2.3 How emergencies should be responded to and who should respond
2.4 The organisational security procedures for tools, equipment and personal belongings
2.5 What the accident reporting procedures are and who is responsible for making the
report
2.6 Why, when and how health and safety control equipment should be used

3. Understand resource selection
Criteria
3.1 The characteristics, quality, uses, sustainability, limitations and defects associated with
the resources and how defects should be rectified
3.2 How the resources should be used and how any problems associated with the
resources are reported
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3.3 The organisational procedures to select resources, why they have been developed and
how they are used
3.4 The hazards associated with the resources and methods of work and how they are
overcome
4. Understand how to minimise the risk of damage

Criteria
4.1 How to protect work from damage and the purpose of protection
4.2 Why disposal of waste should be carried out safely and how it is achieved

5. Understand how to comply with occupational resource information

Criteria
5.1 How methods of work, to meet the specification, are carried out and problems reported

6. Understand how to work to deadlines
Criteria
6.1 What the programme is for the work to be carried out in the estimated, allocated time
and why deadlines should be kept

Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 1
1.1 Learners will know the organisational procedures in place to report and resolve
problems with inappropriate information and unsuitable resources. Learners will know
how they are implemented in the organisation.
1.2 Learners will know the different types of information available and how they can be
presented and interpreted. To include • technical – e.g. safety data sheets
• product – e.g. manufacturers literature
• regulatory – e.g. health and safety (Risk Assessment Method Statements - RAMS)
• written documents – e.g. delivery notes, requisition forms
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•

methods of presentation – oral (e.g. verbal instructions), written (e.g. specification,
job sheet), graphical presentation (e.g. work programme)

1.3 Learners will know the organisational procedures in place to solve problems with
information and know the importance of following them correctly.
1.4 Learners will know how to find information to safely use and store lifting aids and
equipment.

Outcome 2
2.1 Learners will understand their responsibilities regarding potential accidents and health
hazards whilst working with the following; tools and equipment, materials and
substances, movements and storage of materials and by manual handling and
mechanical lifting.
Learners will know about the correct PPE and the importance of inductions and training.
Learners should know to interpret RAMS, COSHH reports and Health and Safety data
sheets in relation to reporting of new hazards/near misses and applying appropriate
techniques (in line with current relevant legislation);
•
•
•
•

in the workplace – e.g safe access, egress and walkways, plant movement,
excavations, lone working
in confined spaces – e.g emergency plans, Respiratory Protective Equipment (RPE),
Local Exhaust Ventilation (LEV)
below ground level – e.g safe exits, services, floods/ground water
at height – e.g fall protection, safety harnesses, correct access equipment

2.2 Learners will know the different fire extinguishers available and their uses. Learners will
know the following classifications;
• Water – red/Class A, carbonaceous materials
• CO2 – black/Class B&E, electrical and flammable liquids
• Foam – cream/Class A&B, carbonaceous materials and flammable liquids
• Powder – blue, all classes of fire

Learners will know the moving weight of extinguishers and the handling/operating
techniques for safety. Learners will know the location of extinguishers in relation to stored
materials.
2.3 Learners will know their responsibility in response to situations in accordance with
organizational authorisation and personal skills when involved with;
• fires – e.g. using fire extinguishers for different classes of fire, evacuation,
prevention
• spillages – e.g. prevention, spill kits, signage, cordon off area
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•
•

injuries – e.g. first aider, first aid kit, accident reporting
emergencies relating to occupational activities – e.g. prevention, emergency
procedures, emergency services, reporting

2.4 Learners will know the different security procedures to include;
• site – e.g. temporary fencing/hoarding, security guards, surveillance
• workplace – e.g. opening/locking up,
• company – e.g. signing in, ID authorization procedures
• operative – e.g. security of tools, materials, equipment and vehicles, personal
belongings

2.5 Learners will know the accident reporting procedures and know their own responsibility in
relation to reporting. Learners will know who is responsible for making the report.
2.6 Learners will know how to identify appropriate health and safety control equipment by
the principles of protection for occupational use, the types and purpose of each type, in
relation to work situations and the general work environment to include;
• Collective protective measures
• Personal protective equipment (PPE)
• Respiratory protective equipment (RPE)
• Local exhaust ventilation (LEV)

Outcome 3
3.1 Learners will know to identify types, quantity, quality, sizes and sustainability of standard
and/or specialist resources. Learners will know the potential problems, faults or defects
and how to deal with them.
3.2 Learners will know how to select resources for different jobs and for the prevention of
hazards related to the work, to include;
• occupational resources – tools, materials and equipment related to work/trade
• lifting and handling aids – e.g. wheelbarrows, pallet truck, forklift, sack barrow
• containers – e.g. storage container, flammable container
• fixing, holding and securing systems – e.g. ropes and lashing, bracing, ratchet
straps
• rotation of perishable stock, FIFO (first in first out).
Learners will know their own authority to rectify problems or how to report to the suitable
supervisor and make an appropriate log of the problem. Learners will know the
organisational reporting procedures including the correct person to inform and in the correct
format to include written or verbal communication.
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3.3 Learners will know the organisational procedures relating to selection of resources
relevant to the task. Learners will know why the procedures are in place and how they
are used.
3.4 Learners will know how to identify hazards from available information, to include;
• method of work – e.g. RAMS, toolbox talks, hazard reporting
• manufacturers’ technical information – e.g., health and safety data sheets
• statutory regulations – e.g. COSHH, Manual Handling Operations, Working at Height
Regulations (WAHR), Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulations (LOLER)
• official guidance – e.g. Health and Safety Executive (HSE)

Outcome 4
4.1 Learners will know how to protect work against damage from general workplace
activities, other occupations and adverse weather conditions such as correct storage,
scheduled delivery in line with work programme and the protection of surrounding area.
4.2 Learners will know why the disposal of waste should be carried out safely and
responsibly following organisational procedures, manufacturers’ information, statutory
regulations and official guidance in line with environmental responsibilities.
Learners will know the different methods of disposal to include designated skips, recycling,
segregation of waste, local waste collection point, biofuel.
Outcome 5
5.1 Learners will understand safe work practices and procedures to include;
• the method and area of work – correct lifting procedures for different materials
(weight, quantity, shape), routes for safely moving materials, keeping exits clean
and clear,
• materials and equipment used for moving, handling and storing occupational
resources – e.g. correct manual handling techniques, different lifting aids
• needs of other occupations associated with the resources e.g storage of resources
with appreciation of other trades’ work areas/needs

Learners will know the organisational procedures for reporting circumstances which will
affect the work programme including reporting to the supervisor/manager e.g. unexpected
delays, weather, problems with deliveries. Learners will know the problems that can affect
the programme, to include;
• Problems arising from inappropriate information – e. g misheard instructions,
misinterpretation of manufacturers information, incorrect information
• Problems arising from resources – e.g. unsuitable, damaged, incorrect, quantity
• Problems of methods of work – e.g. incorrect storage, incorrect actions (e.g.
incorrect moving and handling), incorrect use of equipment
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Outcome 6
6.1 Learners will be able to identify the types of programmes, to include;
• progress charts and timetabling – e.g programmes of work, bar charts, Gantt charts
Learners will understand the importance of working to deadlines and allocated times, and
the effect this would have on other areas of the programme.
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Learning outcome
7. Comply with the given occupational resource information to carry out the work
efficiently to the required guidance

Criteria
7.1 Work skills to move, position, store, secure and/or use lifting aids and kinetic lifting
techniques
7.2

Move, handle or store occupational resources to meet product information and
organisational requirements relating to at least three of the following; sheet material,
loose material, bagged or wrapped material, fragile material, tools and equipment,
components, liquids
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Unit 221: Painting and Decorating Core knowledge
GLH: 50
What is this unit about?
This unit covers the overarching knowledge required for this trade.
On completion of this unit, learners will:
• understand how to interpret and maintain information
• understand safe work practices
• understand how to minimise the risk of damage
• understand working to deadlines
The content contained within this unit has been presented in a generic way as it is consistent
through many of the skills units in this qualification. The content should be taught, and will be
assessed both generically and in the context of the following skills units (where appropriate);
• Prepare surfaces for painting/decorating
• Apply coatings to surface by using a brush and roller
• Hang wallcoverings (standard and foundation)
• Erect and dismantle access/working platforms
• Creating and applying colour
Learners may be introduced to this unit by asking themselves questions such as:
•
•
•

Why are site inductions important?
What’s the difference between a job card and a time sheet?
Who are Cadw and what do they do?
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Learning outcome
1. Understand how to interpret and maintain information
Criteria
1.1 The organisational procedures developed to report and rectify inappropriate information
and unsuitable resources, and how they are implemented
1.2 The types of information, their source and how they are interpreted
1.3 The organisational procedures to solve problems with the information and why it is
important they are followed
1.4 The importance of maintaining documentation

2. Understand safe work practices
Criteria
2.1 The level of understanding operatives must have of information for relevant, current
legislation and official guidance and how it is applied
2.2 How emergencies should be responded to and who should respond
2.3 The organisational security procedures for tools, equipment, materials and personal
belongings
2.4 What the accident reporting procedures are and who is responsible for making the report
2.5 Why, when and how health and safety control equipment should be used
2.6 How to comply with environmentally responsible work practices to meet current
legislation and official guidance

3. Understand how to minimise the risk of damage

Criteria
3.1 How to protect work from damage and the purpose of protection
3.2 Why disposal of waste should be carried out safely and how it is achieved
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4. Understand working to deadlines

Criteria
4.1 How work is carried out to meet the programme in the scheduled time and the
importance of deadlines

Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 1
1.1 Learners will know the types of organisational procedures and their features and uses,
including verbal communication of problems, chain of command, toolbox talks, site
induction.
1.2 Learners will know the features and uses of drawings, specifications, current legislation,
schedules, method statements, risk assessments, manufacturers' information, oral and
written instructions, sketches, official guidance and current regulations, including site
notices and safety signs, and know how they are implemented.
1.3 Learners will know the types of problems arising from inappropriate information –
including misheard instructions, inaccurate information, misinterpretation of method
statement, incorrect information given. Learners will know the types of problems arising
from resources including unsuitable materials and adverse weather conditions
1.4 Learners will know how to maintain documentation, to include: job cards, worksheets,
material/resources lists and time sheets.

Outcome 2
2.1 Learners will know their responsibilities regarding safe working practices, health
hazards and the environment whilst working; in the workplace, below ground level, in
confined spaces, at height, with tools and equipment, with materials and substances.
Learners will understand how these are used in industry.
2.2 Learners will know how to respond to situations in accordance with organizational
authorisation and personal skills when involved with fires, spillages, injuries and
emergencies.
Learners will know the types of fire extinguishers and how and when they are used for
different classes of fire. They will know their role and responsibility in relation to
evacuation, prevention. Learners will know the types of spillages, how to prevent them.
They will know the procedures for spill kits, signage and how to cordon off the area.
Learners will know the types of common injuries and responsibilities including first aider,
first aid kit and accident reporting. Learners will know their roles and responsibilities for
dealing with emergencies relating to occupational activities including prevention,
emergency procedures, emergency services, reporting procedures and evacuation.
2.3 Learners will know the organisational security procedures for different situations, to
include;
• site - including temporary fencing/hoarding, surveillance identification for site
access
• workplace - including opening up and locking up
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•

operative - including security of tools, materials, equipment and vehicles, personal
belongings

2.4 Learners will know who is responsible for completing accident forms and be able to
identify a first aider. They will also understand the law around the number of people
needed to be trained appropriately for first aid. They will understand the roles and
responsibilities in different sites including in a domestic dwelling. Learners will
understand how reporting to HSE works and RIDDOR for relevant incidents. They will
know how to use the reporting book for minor accidents and how to record near
misses, including the review and re-evaluate procedures in place.
2.5 Learner will know when to select and how use the correct health and safety control
equipment including PPE, RPE and LEV. They will have an understanding as to why it
is important to use health and safety control equipment.
2.6 Learners will know how to comply with environmentally responsible work practices to
meet current legislation and official guidance including; site waste management plan
(SWMP), recycling, reuse, segregated waste.

Outcome 3
3.1 Learners will know how to protect work from damage from general work activities and
from other occupations and weather conditions before, during and after the work. They
will understand how to protect surfaces and surround areas. Learners will know how
to correctly store materials before, during and after the work.

3.2 Learners will know why the disposal of waste should be carried out safely and
responsibly following organisational procedures, manufacturers’ information, statutory
regulations and official guidance in line with environmental responsibilities.

Outcome 4
4.1 Learners will know how work activities, materials and labour are allocated to meet the
required timescale within the programme and the importance of why the deadlines
should be kept. Learners will know types of productivity targets and time scales, how
times are estimated, circumstances which will affect the work programme e.g. weather,
availability of labour and materials, effects of poor handling and storage causing
damage to materials.
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Unit 222: Prepare surfaces for painting and/or decorating

GLH: 100
What is this unit about?
This unit is about preparing surfaces in readiness to receive protective and decorative
finishes in industrial and/or non-industrial situations. It covers providing protection to the
work area, interpreting information and adopting safe, healthy and environmentally
responsible work practices. It also includes selecting and using materials, components, tools
and equipment.
On completion of this unit, learners will:
• understand resource selection
• understand working to a contract specification
• be able to comply with the given contract information to carry out the work safely and
efficiently to the required specification
Learners may be introduced to this unit by asking themselves questions such as:
• How would I prepare a surface for painting and decorating?
• Can I remove a coating without causing damage to the surface?
• Is there a difference in preparing a surface to be painted and a surface to be hung
with wallpaper?
• What are the different types of building materials/surfaces?
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Learning outcome
1. Understand resource selection
Criteria
1.1 Characteristics of the resources
Range: characteristics; quality; uses; sustainability; limitations; defects; rectifying defects
1.2 Use of resources
Range: use of the resources; reporting problems
1.3 Organisational procedures to select resources
Range: organisational procedures; reasoning; use of
1.4 Hazards
Range: resource hazards; methods of work hazards; overcoming hazards
2. Understand working to a contract specification
Criteria
2.1 Methods of work
Range: completing methods of work; reporting problems
2.2 Tools and equipment
Range: methods of maintaining tools and equipment

Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 1
1.1 Learners will understand the characteristics and suitability of resources when selecting
them for preparing surfaces and substrates for painting to include:
Types of protective materials
• cotton twill sheeting
• plastic sheeting
• tarpaulin
• protective boarding
• masking paper
• masking tape: low-tack, exterior and 7 day
Types of cleaning and degreasing agents
• detergent
• white spirit
• methylated spirits
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•
•

sugar soap
proprietary degreasing agent

Types of paint and wallpaper stripping materials and equipment
• materials to include: liquid paint stripper (solvent and water based)
• equipment to include: electric hot air guns, LPG guns, infra-red , steam stripper
Types of primers
• acrylic
• etch
• wood
• aluminum
• zinc phosphate
• universal
• thinned emulsion
Types of Sealers:
• PVA
• stabilizing solutions
• shellac knotting (white knotting)
• size
Types of pre-treatment solutions
• stain block
• mordant solution
• fungicidal wash
Types of filling materials
• powder
• ready mixed
• decorators caulk
• light weight
• fine surface
• two pack
Types of abrasives
• aluminum oxide
• silicon carbide
• glass paper
• wire wool
• sanding pads
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Learners will know how to assess the quality of resources and identify common defects to
include:
• rip and tears in protective materials
• contamination of products
• shelf life of products
• effects of inappropriate atmospheric conditions
• incorrect dilutions
Learners will understand how to rectify defective material ensuring they are removed, and
set to one side and replaced.
1.2 Learners will understand how and when to select the suitable type of resources for
preparing different substrates and rectifying associated defects:
• timber: soft wood and hard wood, timber sheet material, including knots, end grain,
open joints and delamination
• metal: ferrous and non-ferrous including rust and corrosion
• internal plaster and plasterboard including pin-holes, cracks, indentations, nail
pops, blown tapes, friable
• external rendering including mould and algae
• brick and block work including efflorescence, friable mortar
• cementous surfaces including release agents
• contamination including grease/oil, silicone, nicotine, tar, smoke, pollution
• surface coating defects including cissing, bittiness, bleeding, blistering, flaking
Learners will know how and when to report any problematic issues with substrates and
preparation materials.
1.3 Learners will know the process for selecting materials using technical information
sources including drawing, specifications, schedules and manufacturer’s information to
ensure quality prior to and during preparing surfaces for painting and/or decorating.
1.4 Learners will know hazards associated with methods of work. They will follow risk
assessments and method statements to identify correct PPE and carry out the work
safely and competently in accordance with health and safety legislation.
Learners will know hazards associated with resources to include
• dust produced from abrading and cleaning
• lead released when abrading
• mould spores
• bird droppings
• burns from chemicals, solvents, heat and steam
Learners will understand their responsibility for reporting accidents, hazards and near
misses within the workplace to the correct level of authority.
Outcome 2
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2.1 Learners will know their responsibility for accurately following specifications and
method statements for completing set work tasks to the required standard and within
time frames set by planned work programmes. They will understand the effects of

not meeting planned deadlines and the follow-on effects it has on other trades
and planned work programmes.
Learners will know the purpose of the following processes and understand the
consequences of not following these in the correct sequence and required standard
• washing
• stripping
• scraping
• abrading
• keying
• mixing
• filling
• levelling and flattening
• dusting-off / brushing-down
Learners will know organisational procedures to report a problem.
2.2 Learners will know how to use different types of hand tools, power tools and
associated equipment correctly, to include:
• hand tools: scraper, putty knife, filling knife, shave hook, nail punch, hammer, wire
brushes (steel and bronze), knotting brush, dusting brush, natural/synthetic paint
brushes, short pile woven fabric roller
• power tools: hot air gun, steam stripper, sanding machines
• associated equipment: filling board, bucket, sponge, rubbing block, paint pot/kettle,
roller tray, dust masks, goggles, gloves/gauntlets, access equipment
Learners will know how to carry out pre-start checks on hand tools and power tools to
ensure they are fit for use and purpose to include:
• electrical equipment: PAT tested, cables, plug and transformer, on/off switch,
casing and water level
• LPG equipment: hoses, clips, valves, trigger, regulator
• hand tools for sharpness: suitability for use, free from defects and damage
Learners will know how to clean, maintain and store tools and equipment during and after
use. This includes:
• procedures for short term and long-term storage
• conditions for storing equipment to prevent mildew and deterioration
• methods of storage for tools to ensure ventilation and shape retention
• methods of storage for power tools and equipment to ensure security, prevention
of fire/explosion
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Learning outcome
3. Comply with the given contract information to carry out the work efficiently to the required
specification
Criteria
3.1 Demonstration of work skills to wash, strip and/or scrape, abrade and key, mix, fill, level
and/or flatten and brush-down
3.2 Use and maintain hand and power tools and associated equipment to prepare, prime
and seal exterior and/or interior surfaces for industrial and/or non-industrial situations to
given working instructions for the following;
• bare substrates and previously painted and/or decorated surfaces in sound
condition and featuring surface defects
• removal of existing covering and/or material where required

Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 3
3.1 Learners will be able to demonstrate washing surfaces to a finish. They will be able to
demonstrate
• the complete removal of defective coatings and wallpapers using stripping and
scraping processes
• abrading and keying surfaces to the required degree
• the mixing of filling compounds to the correct consistency before making good by
applying to surfaces to achieve a level and/or flat finish
• the complete removal of surface dust by brushing down before the application of
any coatings
• measure surface areas and calculate correct quantities of primers, sealers, pretreatment solutions and filling materials including an allowance for waste
3.2 Learners will be able to identify and select the correct type of tools and equipment to
prepare surfaces for painting and/or decorating in line with specifications and method
statements. They will be able to use and maintain the different types of hand tools,
power tools and associated equipment correctly, using correct manual handling
techniques, to include:
• hand tools: scraper, putty knife, filling knife, shave hook, nail punch, hammer, wire
brushes (steel and bronze), knotting brush, dusting brush, natural/synthetic paint
brushes, short pile woven fabric roller
• power tools: Hot air gun, steam stripper, sanding machines
• associated equipment: Filling board, bucket, sponge, rubbing block, paint
pot/kettle, roller tray, dust masks, goggles, gloves/gauntlets, access equipment
Learners will be able to assess the surfaces to be treated and identify defects and
contamination that will detract from the final finish and select appropriate preparation
processes and materials.
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Preparation processes
• wet abrading and dry abrading
• degreasing and washing down
• knotting
• priming
• stopping and filling
• rust removal
• raking out
• wetting in
• removal of paint systems and wallpaper
Materials
• a range of abrasives, sterilising fluids/fungicidal washes, solvents (white spirit,
methylated spirits), stain blocks, primers/sealers (alkali-resisting, aluminium wood,
acrylic, stabilising solutions), shellac/white knotting, fillers, stoppers
Learners will be able to prepare, prime and seal new/bare substrates to given working
instructions to include:
• timber (softwood and sheet material)
• metal (ferrous and non-ferrous)
• plaster/plasterboard
• brick/blockwork
Learners will be able to prepare previously painted and decorated surfaces in sound
condition and featuring surface defects to given working instructions. Defects to include:
• cissing,
• bittiness
• runs
• sags/curtains
• residual paste
• brush marks and orange peel
• indentations
They will be able to completely remove existing defective covering and coatings from
previously painted and decorated surfaces then apply primers sealers, pre-treatment
solutions and filling materials to given working instructions.
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Unit 223: Apply surface coatings by brush and roller
GLH: 113

What is this unit about?
This unit is about applying water-borne and/or solvent-borne coatings by brush and/or roller
in industrial and/or non-industrial situations, providing protection to the work area,
interpreting information, adopting safe, healthy and environmentally responsible work
practices, selecting and using materials, components, tools and equipment.
On completion of this unit, learners will:
• understand resource selection
• understand working to a contract specification
• be able to comply with the given contract information to carry out the work safely and
efficiently to the required specification
Learners may be introduced to this unit by asking themselves questions such as:
• How would I prepare the work area?
• How would I choose a coating for a particular surface?
• Will I learn to use a variety of tools and techniques to apply different coatings?
• What is the difference between a coating and paint?
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Learning outcome
1. Understand resource selection

Criteria
1.1 Characteristics of the resources
Range: characteristics; quality; uses; sustainability; limitations; defects; rectifying defects
1.2 Use of resources
Range: use of the resources; reporting problems
1.3 Organisational procedures to select resources
Range: organisational procedures; reasoning; use of
1.4 Hazards
Range: resource hazards; methods of work hazards; overcoming hazards

2. Understand working to a contract specification

Criteria
2.1 Methods of work
Range: completing methods of work; reporting problems
2.2 Tools and equipment
Range: methods of maintaining tools and equipment
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Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 1
1.1 Learners will understand the properties and characteristics of different coatings to
include:
•
•

composition: thinner, binder/film former, pigment, extenders
drying methods: evaporation, oxidization, polymerisation, coalescence

Learners will understand the suitability of coatings when selecting them for applying different
surface coatings with brushes and rollers:
•
•

water–borne /based including primer/undercoat, eggshell, satin, gloss emulsion (matt,
soft /mid sheen, silk), varnishes (matt, egg shell, gloss), masonry paint
solvent –borne/based: primers (for multi-purpose, wood, metal, plaster), undercoat
eggshell, satin, gloss, varnishes (matt, egg shell, gloss), thixotropic

Learners will understand differences in characteristics between trade and DIY products.
Learners will know how to assess the quality of coatings and identify common defects to
include:
•
•
•
•
•

contamination of products
shelf life of products
effects of inappropriate atmospheric conditions
incorrect dilutions
incorrect product supplied

Learners will understand how to rectify defective material ensuring straining of contaminated
materials, removal from the workplace and suppliers informed.
1.2 Learners will know the purpose of different coatings:
•
•
•
•

decoration
identification
protection
sanitation

Learners will understand the function of each coating for each paint system:
•
•
•

primer
immediate
finish
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Learners will know how and when to report any problematic issues when applying coatings.
Learners will be able to dispose of used product and containers correctly without damaging
the environment and with an importance placed on recycling.
1.3 Learners will understand the process for selecting materials interpreting and extracting
technical information sources including drawing, specifications, schedules and
manufactures information to ensure quality prior to and during preparation, mixing and
application to meet the required industry standard.
1.4 Learners will understand hazards associated with the work schedule and materials and
those associated with the process. They will understand how to follow risk assessments
and method statements to identify correct PPE and carry out the work safely and
competently in accordance with health and safety legislation.
Learners will know hazards associated with the application of coatings to include:
•
•
•
•
•

solvents: inhalation of fumes, dermatitis
spillages and splashes: slipping, contact to skin
confined spaces: poor ventilation, sole working
working at height
musculoskeletal injuries; lifting and repetitive strain injury

Learners will understand their responsibility for reporting accidents, hazards and near misses
within the workplace to the correct level of authority when applying surface coatings

Outcome 2
2.1 Learners will understand their responsibility for completing set work tasks to the required
standard and time frames set by planned work programmes.
They will understand the requirements of different trades working together, to considering:
•
•
•

restrictions in access
effects of fumes from coating
effects of noise and particle pollution form other trades

They will understand the effects of not meeting planned deadlines and the follow-on effects it
has on other trades and planned work programmes.
Learners will know organisational procedures to report a problem.
Learners will know the purpose of the following processes and understand the
consequences of not following these in the correct sequence and required standard
•
•
•

mixing
pouring
diluting
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•
•
•
•

loading
laying-on
laying-off
cutting-in

2.2 Learners will know how to use the following tools and equipment
Tools
•
•

rollers with sleeves of synthetic filament, woven pile, woven fabric, mohair, lambswool,
short/medium/long pile,
brushes: natural bristle, synthetic filament

Equipment for
•
•

rollers: scuttles/roller bucket, trays, extension poles
brushes: kettles/pots

They will know how to clean, maintain and store tools and equipment during and after use, to
include:
•
•
•

use of cleaning materials: water, white spirit, methylated spirit
procedures for short term storage: bagging, water steeped, brush keep
conditions for long term storage to prevent mildew, deterioration and ensure shape
retention
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Learning outcome:
3. Comply with the given contract information to carry out the work efficiently
to the required specification

Criteria
3.1 Demonstration of work skills match, mix, pour, dilute, load, lay-on, lay-off and cut-in
3.2 Use and maintain hand and power tools and associated equipment to apply water-borne
and/or solvent-borne coatings to internal and/or external surfaces for industrial and/or
non-industrial situations, to given working instructions for trim, broad areas, and
structural and architectural work by brush and/or roller
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Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 3
3.1 Learners will be able to demonstrate the following skills when applying paint to different
surfaces:
• match to specification or produced colour swatches
• mix to ensure even distribution of ingredients and produce colour
• strain/search to remove contamination
• pour/decant to appropriate container (scuttle, pot tray)
• dilute to correct consistency and viscosity
• load roller and brushes correctly
• lay on and spread out
• lay off to remove potential application defects
• cut in accurately to adjacent surfaces or struck / marked lines

3.2 Learners will be able to identify, select, use and maintain the following equipment safely,
using correct manual handling techniques:
Tools
•
•

rollers with sleeves of synthetic filament, woven pile, woven fabric, foam
short/medium/long pile
brushes: natural bristle, synthetic filament

Equipment
• rollers: scuttles/roller bucket, trays, extension poles
• brushes: kettles/pots
• sundries: dusting brush, paint tin opener, stirring stick, palate knife, strainer
Learners will be able to of calculate the quantity required, including wastage of materials
associated with the methods and procedures.
Learners will be able to:
•
•
•

identify and follow working instructions from specifications, schedules, method
statements, verbal and written and manufacturers' instructions
establish access requirements
check suitability of surface to receive surface coatings

They will be able apply solvent borne/based and waterborne/based coatings to:
•
•
•

ceilings, walls and floors
skirting, architraves
windows, panelled and flush doors

They will be able to apply coatings by brush and roller following correct sequences to avoid
the following application defects:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

runs
sags, curtains
cissing
ladders
orange peel
misses
fat edges
excessive brush marks and ropiness
excessive bits and nibs
skidmarks, roller edge marks
paint on adjacent surfaces
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Unit 224: Hang wallcoverings (standard and foundation
papers)
GLH: 115

What is this unit about?
This unit is about hanging foundation papers (cross), textured and/or relief and patterned
finishing papers in non-complex locations providing protection to the work area, interpreting
information, adopting safe, healthy and environmentally responsible work practices,
selecting and using materials, components, tools and equipment in industrial and/or nonindustrial situations.
On completion of this unit, learners will:
• understand resource selection
• understand working to a contract specification
• be able to comply with the given contract information to carry out the work safely and
efficiently to the required specification
Learners may be introduced to this unit by asking themselves questions such as:
• How would I choose an adhesive for a particular surface and paper?
• Will I learn the appropriate areas to hang different types and patterns of wallpaper?
• What are the appropriate equipment and techniques to apply paper to ceilings and
walls?
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Learning outcome:
1. Understand resource selection

Criteria
1.1 Characteristics of the resources
Range: characteristics; quality; uses; sustainability; limitations; defects; rectifying defects
1.2 Use of resources
Range: use of the resources; reporting problems
1.3 Organisational procedures to select resources
Range: organisational procedures; reasoning; use of
1.4 Hazards
Range: resource hazards; methods of work hazards; overcoming hazards

2. Understand working to a contract specification

Criteria
2.1 Methods of work
Range: completing methods of work; reporting problems
2.2 Tools and equipment
Range: methods of maintaining tools and equipment
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Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 1
1.1 Learners will understand the characteristics and suitability of resources when selecting
them for hanging wall coverings:
Types of paste and adhesive
•
•
•
•

cellulose
starch
ready mixed (light, medium, heavy weight)
border and overlap

Types of foundation paper
•
•
•
•
•

lining paper (various grades)
foil backed
bitumen backed
Expanded polysterene (EPS)
non-woven

Types and manufacturing methods of wallcoverings
•
•
•
•
•
•

simplex including grounds, pulps
embossed/duplex including anaglypta, supaglypta
relief including blown vinyl and wood ingrain
washables including vinyl, ready pasted
non-standard width
non-woven including paste the wall

Pattern types
•
•
•
•

free match/random
set match
drop match/off-set
reversible

Learners will know how to assess the quality of resources and identify common defects to
include:
•
•
•
•
•

water damage/mildew
damaged in transit particularly edges
fading
incorrect product supplied, pattern number, batch number
contamination and shelf life of adhesive
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Learners will understand how to rectify defective material ensuring, removal from the
workplace and suppliers informed. Learners will be able to dispose of product correctly without
damaging the environment and with an importance placed on recycling.
1.2 Learners will understand how and when to select suitable type of wallcoverings for
different locations and conditions.
Location
•
•
•
•

high traffic areas
high humidity areas (kitchens and bathrooms)
areas with increased risk of fire
areas requiring high sanitation

Condition
•
•
•
•

damaged walls
condensation dampness
insulation
aesthetics i.e. enhance/disguise proportions

1.3 Learners will understand the process for selecting materials interpreting and extracting
technical information sources including drawing, specifications, schedules and
manufactures information to ensure quality prior to and during preparation, mixing
adhesives and hanging wallcoverings to meet the required industry standard.
1.4 Learners will understand hazards associated with the work schedule and materials and
those associated with the process. They will understand how to follow risk assessments
and method statements to identify correct PPE and carry out the work safely and
competently in accordance with health and safety legislation.
They will know hazards associated with hanging wallcoverings to include:
• adhesives: fungicide contact to skin and ingestion
• slips from offcuts
• lacerations from sharp tools and wallcoverings
• working at height
• musculoskeletal: injuries repetitive strain injury
Learners will understand their responsibility for reporting accidents, hazards and near misses
within the workplace to the correct level of authority.
Outcome 2
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2.1 Learners will understand their responsibility for completing set work tasks to the required
standard and time frames set by planned work programmes. They will understand the
effects of not meeting planned deadlines and the follow-on effects it has on other trades
and planned work programmes.
Learners will know organisational procedures to report a problem.
Learners will know the purpose of the following processes and understand the
consequences of not following these in the correct sequence and required standard:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

shading
measuring and marking out
matching
cutting lengths
mixing
applying adhesives
folding
positioning
fixing
trimming
cleaning-off

They will understand the techniques used to negotiate surface complexities to include:
• reveals
• internal and external angles
• around electrical fittings (ceiling rose, sockets and switches)
• around, radiators and associated pipework
2.2 Learners will know how to use tools and equipment when hanging wallcoverings:
•
•
•
•

measuring and marking out: tape measure, folder rule, pencil, chalk line, spirit level,
plumb bob, laser level
pasting: brush, roller machine, table, sponge, buckets/scuttle
application: shears, paper hanging brush, straight edge, trimming knife, sharps box,
seam roller
access equipment: hop ups, scaffold boards, step ladder, trestles, staging, stairwell
protection system

Learners will know how to clean, maintain and store tools and equipment during and after
use. This includes:
•
•

use of cleaning materials: detergent and water
procedures for storage under suitable conditions to prevent mildew and corrosion

Learning outcome
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3. Comply with the given contract information to carry out the work efficiently to the
required specification

Criteria
3.1 Demonstration of work skills to shade, measure, match and cut, mix, and apply, fold,
position, fix, trim and clean-off
3.2 Use and maintain hand and power tools and associated equipment to establish start and
finish point and hang standard papers of substantial length to given working instructions
to the following areas; ceilings with any type of paper, walls with both internal and
external angles using foundation papers (cross), textured and/or relief and patterned
finishing papers
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Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 3
3.1 Learners will be able to demonstrate the following skills when hanging wallpaper:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

shade wallcovering, checking appropriate batch and pattern numbers and conducting
visual checks
measure surface area accurately
match and cut accurately avoiding undue waste
stack wallcovering in correct order
mix and apply the correct adhesive
fold wallcovering: concertina and end to end
hang wallcoverings to marked line (horizontal /vertical)
trim accurately and safely with knife and shears
remove all paste from the finished surface to avoid stains and marking

They will be able to measure surface areas and calculate correct quantities of adhesives and
wallcoverings including an allowance for waste.
3.2 Learners will be able to identify and select the correct type of tools and equipment to
hang wall coverings in line with specifications, method statements and manufacturers’
information.
They will be able to use and maintain the different types of tools and equipment safely, using
correct manual handling techniques, to include:
•
•
•
•

measuring and marking out: tape measure, folder rule, pencil, chalk line, spirit level,
plumb bob, laser level
pasting: brush, roller machine, table, sponges, buckets/scuttle
application: shears, paper hanging brush, straight edge, trimming knife, sharps box,
seam roller
access equipment: hop ups, scaffold boards, step ladder, trestles

Learners will be able to
•
•
•
•
•

identify and follow manufacturers' instructions
establish access requirements
check suitability of surface to receive wallcoverings in that it is clean, level and sized
prepare and apply pastes and adhesives
establish start and finish points

They will be able to prepare and hang wallcoverings to ceilings walls and ceilings keeping
paper and adjacent surfaces clean to include:
•
•

paper types: foundation paper, textured and/or relief and patterned finished
complexities: reveals and internal and external angles, around electrical fittings and
pipework
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They will be able to hang wall coverings to avoid the following defects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

creasing
overlaps
blisters
tears
polished edges
pen joints
loose edges
irregular cutting
staining/surface marking
corners incorrectly negotiated
inaccurate plumbing
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Unit 318: Erect and dismantle access/working platforms
GLH: 36

What is this unit about?
This unit is about providing protection to the work area, interpreting information, adopting
safe, healthy and environmentally responsible work practices, selecting and using materials
(components), tools and equipment to erect, inspect, dismantle and store access equipment
and working platforms
On completion of this unit, learners will:
• understand resource selection
• understand working to a contract specification
• be able to comply with the given contract information to carry out the work safely and
efficiently to the required specification
Learners can be introduced to this unit by asking themselves questions such as:
• What access equipment is used for painting and decorating?
• How do I choose appropriate access equipment for a given activity?
• How do I use access equipment safely?
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Learning outcome
1. Understand resource selection

Criteria
1.1 Characteristics of the resources
Range: characteristics; quality; uses; limitations and defects
1.2 Use of resources
Range: use of the resources; reporting problems
1.3 Organisational procedures to select resources
Range: organisational procedures; reasoning; use of
1.4 Hazards
Range: resource hazards; methods of work hazards; overcoming hazards
2. Understand working to a contract specification

Criteria
2.1 Methods of work
Range: completing methods of work; reporting problems
2.2 Tools and equipment
Range: methods of maintaining tools and equipment

Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 1
1.1 Learners will know characteristics of different types of access equipment, working
platforms and their component parts:
• ladders
• stepladders/platform steps
• trestle platforms trestles and staging
• podiums
• hop-ups
• mobile scaffold towers
• stairwell protection system
• protection equipment and notices
They will know how to assess access equipment and working platforms and identify common
defects to include:
•

splits, knots, decay in timber components
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•
•
•
•
•

painted timber components
dirt/grease on treads/rungs
broken, missing or damaged (twisted, warped) or repaired components/equipment
defective ropes, guide brackets, latching hooks/ pulleys
incorrect combination of component materials to construct access equipment/systems

They will understand how to rectify defective equipment ensuring: removal from the
workplace, labelling item with defect on item and reporting as procedures, including
suppliers/hirers.
1.2 Learners will understand the considerations for selecting and using the range of access
equipment for a range of work activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

access only/ short duration
long duration
interior and exterior
when site rules apply
maneuverability
ceilings, walls and staircases of different heights
confined spaces and below ground

They will know how and when to report any problematic issues when erecting, inspecting
and dismantling access equipment and working platforms.
1.3 Learners will understand the process for selecting resources by interpreting and
extracting technical information sources including drawings, specifications and
manufacturers’ information prior to and during the erection and dismantling of access
equipment and working platforms to meet the required industry standard.
1.4 Learners will understand hazards associated with erecting, using dismantling and using
access equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

falls from height
slips and trips
cuts and abrasions
overhead electrical cables
lack of overnight/weekend security
over-stretching when working
not maintaining three points of contact when working from ladders
incorrectly erected equipment (not fully opened/extended, insufficient/too much
overhang, incorrect angle/ratio of ladders)
incorrect size of equipment or components for the work to be undertaken and/or
location of work
lack/omission of hand rails, toe boards, access ladders, outriggers/stabilisers
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Learners will understand how to follow risk assessments and method statements to identify
correct PPE and carry out the work safely and competently in accordance with health and
safety and work at height legislation, to include:
•
•

the checking of scaffold inspection tags
safe working load

Learners will know the inspection intervals:
•
•
•
•
•

every 7-days, not weekly
pre-erection
post-erection
post-accident, incident and inclement weather
handing over monitoring

They will understand their responsibility for reporting accidents, hazards and near misses
within the workplace to the correct level of authority.

Outcome 2
2.1 Learners will understand their responsibility for completing set work tasks to the
required standard and time frames set by planned work programmes.
Learners will understand the requirements of different trades working together,
considerations include:
•
•

access equipment and working platforms impeding access to undertake work
shared resource with other trades, but observing weight restrictions

They will understand the effects of not meeting planned deadlines and the follow-on effects
it has on other trades and planned work programmes. They will know organisational
procedures to report a problem.
Learners will know the purpose of the following processes and understand the
consequences of not following these in the correct sequence and required standard:
•
•
•
•
•

positioning/erecting
securing
checking (inspecting)
dismantling
removing

They will know the correct handling methods for ladders to include:
•
•

raising and lowering
lifting and carrying
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2.2 Learners will know how to select, inspect and use the following equipment and
components for internal and external work:
Components
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

stiles
rungs
tie rods
ropes
pulleys,
treads
hinges
swingbacks
locking bars
non-slip inserts, safety matting, ladder mat
extending frames
trap door
internal ladder
handrails and toe boards
platform staging/scaffold boards

Tools and equipment
•
•
•
•
•

spanners
screwdrivers
spirit level
rope
screw eyes

Learners will know how to clean, maintain and store tools and equipment during and after
use. Storage conditions include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

under cover
well ventilated
laid flat
supported on bearers
ladder support
secure
check blocks located in opposite stile; tied with their ropes
component parts of type stored together

Learning outcome
3. Comply with the given contract information to carry out the work efficiently to the required
specification
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Criteria
3.1 Demonstration of work skills to move, position/erect, secure, check, dismantle and
remove
3.2 Use and maintain hand tools and ancillary equipment to erect, dismantle and store at
least two of the following access equipment to given access regulations: ladders/crawler
boards, stepladders/platform steps, proprietary towers, trestle platforms, mobile scaffold
towers, proprietary staging/podiums

Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 3
3.1 Learners will be able to demonstrate the following skills in the correct sequence and in
accordance with manufacturers’ instructions when, erecting, inspecting and dismantling
access equipment and working platforms.
•
•
•
•
•
•

moving
positioning/erecting
securing
checking (inspecting)
dismantling
removing

Learners will be able to select the correct component parts to erect mobile towers, and
trestles and staging to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

end frames
braces
stabilisers
adjustable legs with wheels
trap door
internal ladder
handrails and toe boards
trestles
platform staging/scaffold boards

3.2 Learners will be able to identify and select and maintain the following equipment,
safely:
Tools and equipment
•
•
•

spanners
screwdrivers
spirit level
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•
•

rope
screw eyes

Learners will be able to
•
•
•
•

identify and follow working instructions from specifications, method statements,
verbal and written and manufacturers' instructions
establish access requirements
provide protection to the work area to include the placing of protective screens and
notices
establish a firm and level base for positioning of equipment

Learners will be able to erect and inspect
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ladders
stepladders/platform steps
trestle platforms trestles and staging
podiums
hop-ups
mobile scaffold towers
protection equipment and notices

They will be able to check/monitor equipment during use. They will be able to dismantle
and store access equipment.
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Unit 333: Creating and applying colour
GLH: 30

What is this unit about?
This unit is about interpreting information and adopting safe, healthy and environmentally
responsible work practices. It covers the skills and knowledge required to create and apply
colour in relation to painting and decorating work.
Learners can be introduced to this unit by asking themselves questions such as:
• How would I plan and prepare the work area?
• How would I choose a suitable ground coat for a decorative effect?
• What colours will complement a chosen wallpaper?
• How do I use appropriate equipment and techniques to produce a desired effect?
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Learning outcome

1. Colours required to create a colour wheel

Criteria
1.1 Purpose of a colour wheel
1.2 Colour mixture in a colour wheel
Range: primary, secondary, tertiary
1.3 Schemes of colours on the colour wheel
Range: analogous, complementary, monochromatic, achromatic

2. Colour organisational systems and terminology

Criteria
2.1 Organisational systems used in industry

2.2 Terminology used in industry
Range: hue, value, chroma, greyness, weight, saturation, neutrals, warm, cool
2.3 Mixing colours
Range: shade, tint

2.4 Effects of light on colour
Range: artificial, natural, metameric effect
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Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 1
1.1 Learners will understand the purpose of a colour wheel and its use as a tool for
understanding how colours relate to each other.
1.2 Learners will know the range of colours which form the colour wheel and how they are
created, to include;
Primary colours (pure colours) - Red, yellow, blue.
Secondary colours (mixing of two primary colours) - Green, orange, purple.
Tertiary colours –
Tertiary (modern - Mixing primary colour with a secondary colour (ratio 2:1)) - Yellowgreen, blue-green, blue-purple (indigo), red-purple (violet), red- orange, yellow-orange.
Tertiary (traditional– mixing two secondary colours) - citrine, olive, russet
1.3 Learners will understand the recognised schemes of colour on the colour wheel and
what this means when applying colour, to include;
• Analogous
• Complementary
• Monochromatic
• Achromatic

Outcome 2
2.1 Learners will understand the colour organisational systems used in industry, to include;
• Munsell Colour System
• BS 5252 Framework for colour coordination for building purposes
• BS 4800 Paint colours for building purposes
• RAL System
• NCS System

Learners will understand the basic principles of the different systems, and their
interdependencies when working within the construction industry.
2.2 Learners will know the terminology used in industry for colour organisation, to include;
• hue
• value
• chroma
• greyness
• weight
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•
•

natural order
saturation

Learners will understand how the terminology is used/expressed in industry and how it is
interpreted in relation to relevant documentation e.g job specifications, colour schedules
etc.
Learners will understand the optical effects of warm/advancing colours and cool/receding
colours, and how they would be used.
2.3 Learners will understand the tonal range of hues in relation to value/weight (shades
and tints).
2.4 Learners will understand the effects that artificial and natural light have on colour. They
will understand Metameric effect and its considerations when selecting colours. Natural
and artificial light sources to include;
• natural
• tungsten
• fluorescent
• sodium
• LED
• halogen
• ECO
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Learning outcome

3. Comply with the given contract information to carry out the work
efficiently to the required specification

Criteria
3.1 Demonstration of work skills to identify, select, mix and adjust
3.2 Use and maintain hand tools and associated equipment to apply agreed colour schemes
to internal surfaces by brush and/or roller

Delivery outcomes (depth of content)
Outcome 3
3.1 Learners will be able to demonstrate the following skills when applying paint to different
surfaces:
• match to existing specification or manufacturers colour swatches
• produce a suitable colour scheme meeting recognised colour schemes
• mix and adjust colour accordingly to meet the specification or provided sample
• mix a sufficient quantity of colour for the task, allowing some reasonable excess
• mix to ensure even distribution of ingredients and produce an accurate colour
• strain/search to remove contamination
• pour/decant to appropriate container (scuttle, pot tray)
• dilute to correct consistency and viscosity

3.2 Learners will be able to select and use appropriate brushes, rollers and equipment for
the task to mix colour samples and produce full quantities for the colour schemes.
Learners will be able to apply colour schemes to surfaces using brush and roller, with
minimal defects, as per specification. Learners should be able to match the samples
accurately to take into account the lighting source in the work area. Learners should select
appropriate access equipment and safely work from it.
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